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Abstract

We claim that it is not only possible – but also bene£cial – to combine powerful module constructs with

aspect-oriented programming. By tempering the power of AOP with encapsulation boundaries maintained

by a module system, the desirable qualities of both can be achieved, while tempering their respective weak-

nesses. Modules and Aspects are different approaches to a common goal of constructing large, complex software

quickly. Unfortunately, neither is solely suf£cient.

We demonstrate that the differences between modules and aspects are not irreconcilable, and that a care-

fully crafted module system can co-exist with aspect-oriented features. We show that it is possible to combine

the software-engineering features of module-systems with aspects’ abilities to modularize distributed behaviors.

An alternate formulation is that we show that by combining aspects and modules makes modules easier to write

and aspects easier to understand.

An existence proof in the form of a prototype module system—Aspectual Collaborations—is presented,

combining separate compilation, modular reasoning, and type safe reuse, with aspectual interception of oblivi-

ous behavior. Thus, we present a system capable of separate compilation and type-safe reuse of aspects. Type

soundness is shown to hold for a minimal model of the system.
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1 Modules vs. Aspects

THERE is a seemingly inherent contradiction between aspects and modules. This section summa-

rizes the bases for this contradiction, while the next section shows how the contradictions can

be ameliorated. The interested reader is directed to [LLO03], which this section summarizes.

1.1 Modules

Module systems present trade-offs between encapsulation and ¤exibility. By hindering external

code from accessing the internals of a module, three fundamental abilities are enabled:

Decomposability. A key bene£t from modularizing program development is to ease the burden

of understanding the program by allowing pieces to be understood in isolation. This property ad-

ditionally isolates development teams from each other, allowing development to proceed in parallel

without danger of teams interfering with each other.

Composability. It is natural to want to apply modular reasoning recursively to larger modules:

constructing them not monolithically, but from smaller constituent modules. This allows the pro-

grammer to balance ¤exibility, which is maximal in a ¤at architecture, against comprehensibility,

which is easiest in a deeply nested hierarchical architecture.

Adaptability. Developing and understanding a module costs considerable resources, so it

is important to be able to amortize that expenditure over several uses of the module. A module

system that allows modules to be reused in a wide variety of situations—including when names

and assumptions between importee and importer may not match precisely—is important to realize

bene£ts from module systems.

However, these abilities are enabled by the in-ability to refer to or modify the internals of a mod-

ule. As a result, code for one concern can be scattered throughout several modules, and several

concerns’ implementations be tangled in the same module. Additionally, in order for users of a mod-

ule to be able to modify its behavior, the implementor needs to have foreseen the desired variance

points.

1.1.1 Properties of Modules

The capabilities of module systems stem from several intertwined principles.

Encapsulation. Decoupling a module’s interface from its implementation allows the latter to

vary without affecting any clients, which are written against the former, as long as the interface
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remains the same. By limiting access to what is declared in the interface, the interface encapsulates

the module’s implementation. Encapsulation enables modules to be implemented and managed

separately and in parallel. By controlling what is and isn’t visible in the interface, the programmer

can control and identify exactly which parts of the module are understood completely (as they are

not exported) and which are understood partially (as they are exported and may thus be referenced

by unknown external modules).1

Hierarchical Composition. It is easier to understand a large composite module consisting

of smaller, assembled modules, than a monolithic atomic module of the same functionality, as the

former can be understood by £rst understanding the constituent parts and then how they £t together,

while the latter needs to be understood in its entirety to be understood at all. Composition is also

important for local knowledge: a composite module can be traced in a top-down manner to “zoom

in” on local behaviors: composition describes how that piece interacts with the rest of the module,

while the atomic module offers no such guides. If local contents are not exported from a composite

module, encapsulation statically assures that they cannot be referenced or modi£ed by code outside

the composite module. The trade-off is that the atomic module will be able to express complex

behaviors that cannot be expressed conveniently in a composite module.

External Assembly. External assembly of modules allows modules to be written not only inde-

pendently of each other, but also ignorantly of each other. A module is quanti£ed over its imports

and constraints, allowing it to be used in any environment capable of ful£lling these requirements,

rather than a hardwired context of other modules. Thus, external assembly of modules removes

hardwired assumptions about how a module will be used, opening it up to reuse in other contexts

than originally envisioned. This allows programmer effort to be saved, but perhaps more impor-

tantly, allows comprehension of the module’s behavior to be reused as well. To promote ¤exibility,

the assembly can often perform limited adaptation of modules, for example, to reconcile differences

in names and types.

Non Type-Invasive Extension. In order to achieve type safe reuse, multiple instantiations of

a module must be kept separate, as they may have been assembled with incompatible imports. A

guiding principle in this regard is invasiveness, de£ned by Ernst [Ern00] as whether “[a module’s

in¤uence] can be detected by inspecting the target module.” A weaker form of this property is

whether it is possible to confuse one instantiation of a module with another. Section Related:DCG discusses

this situation at length, where subtyping is used to relate a module interface with its implementation.

1Aspect-Orientation adds the export of join-points, which are then understood not at all.
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1.2 Aspects

A spect Oriented Programming (AOP) improves comprehension and maintainability of complex

programs by localizing behaviors that would otherwise be scattered and tangled, attacking precisely

the weaknesses cited for modular programming. These behaviors are referred to as concerns (as per

Parnas [Par72]). Crosscutting at the concern level leads to scattering and tangling at the implemen-

tation level. Kiczales et. al. [Kic01] de£ne an aspect as “a well modularized implementation of a

crosscutting concern.”

Aspects promote ad-hoc ¤exibility at the expense of safety. The power of aspect-oriented software

development lies in managing crosscutting concerns by controlling scattering and tangling:

Crosscutting. Crosscutting concerns are issues that the programmer cares about, but cannot

localize to one instance of a programming construct. For example, a synchronization concern is

not crosscutting if it merely talks about one section of the program text, while a more advanced

synchronization concern that speci£es that some set of methods can simultaneously execute in a

critical section as long as some condition holds, is crosscutting. Such a concern will be crosscutting as

the ad-hoc implementation of the policy will likely be spread out over each of the affected methods.

Scattering. Scattering is the condition where a concern is implemented in several non-contiguous

places in the program. Aspects control scattering by specifying places in the program’s execution

(joinpoints) where certain code (advice) is to be executed.

Tangling. Tangling, the dual of scattering, occurs when several concerns overlap at a region in the

program text. This hampers maintainability, as the programmer must mentally categorize statements

in the program text by which concern they belong to. Aspects reduce tangling by localizing concerns.

However, with the ability to globally affect join-points, advice trades low-level traceability for

high-level modularity: It becomes impossible to understand what a local snippet of code does, be-

cause it may be affected by external advice, but each aspect now localizes behavior whose code

would be scattered. Unfortunately, the improvement in high-level modularity is achieved by loosen-

ing the encapsulation constraints that enable the fundamental properties of modules. Thus, naive

aspects are hard to reuse, reason about, compose, and decompose.

1.2.1 Properties for Aspects

As was the case for module systems, the powers of aspects arise from a number of fundamental

properties.
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Non Behavior-Invasive Extension. Concern composition will typically require that the extending

concern’s execution be interleaved with or controlled by the execution of the base concern. The

base behavior can be implemented with such extension in mind, by using the observer pattern or

variations thereof. However, in general, such foresight cannot be assumed: we want the base to

remain oblivious to the invariants imposed on it. This promotes both clarity, by keeping the concerns

separate, and ¤exibility, by allowing behaviors to be extended in ways not foreseen at design time.

Method Interception. To be able to express complex interactions between concerns, one concern

may need not only to be informed about points in the execution of the other concern, but also to

modify these executions. This ability is called method interception, as once intercepted, the method

is under outside control. Such power could allow the programmer to gracefully recover from errors

by retrying method calls with different arguments, to implement security features by only allowing

method executions to proceed under some circumstances, and to optimize expensive computations

by diverting calls to special case methods depending on details of the call.

Generic Advice. Exactly what enhancement happens at intercepted method executions is called

advice. There is a trade-off between expressiveness and reusability that needs to be weighed care-

fully. Simple advice is likely quite reusable: the recurring example is a logging concern, which is

generally applicable to methods of any signature. More complicated behaviors, such as performance

optimizations, will likely be more tightly bound to the details of the method. Ideally the programmer

should be able to choose how to balance reusability against expressive power. This choice should

not come at the cost of giving up runtime type safety.

2 Thesis: Modules and Aspects

THE central theme of this thesis is that it is not only possible – but also bene£cial – to combine

powerful module constructs with aspect-oriented programming. By tempering the power of

AOP with encapsulation boundaries maintained by a module system, the desirable qualities of both

can be achieved, while tempering their respective weaknesses. Modules and Aspects are different

approaches to a common goal of constructing large, complex software quickly. Unfortunately, neither

is solely suf£cient.

On one hand, module systems alone fall prey to (signi£cant) scattering and tangling. To effec-

tively distribute pre-compiled software requires foreseeing how a module will be used and extended.

For example, in a GUI (Graphical User Interface) application, one may need to provide enough hooks

for the subject-observer design pattern [GHJV93] to allow all interesting events to be captured.
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Thus, to provide necessary support for managing crosscutting, one would need the prescient ability

to predict all future uses of a pre-compiled module.

On the other hand, Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) alone, in its current form, lacks lingual

support for reuse and composition. Teams can no longer ef£ciently work in parallel relying only on

common module interfaces. 2 However, the biggest lost bene£t is the ability to understand programs

in a modular manner. If advice can be added to a joinpoint by any aspect, we must discover and

understand all aspects globally in order to comprehend a method’s local behavior. We thus need

omniscient reasoning to understand the program’s local behavior.

The obvious remedy is to combine the two. However, the complex nature of the interactions

between concerns makes it seemingly cumbersome to apply language constructs to control how

aspects interact. Notably, protection and the mechanisms to capture scattering appear to be in direct

contradiction: the former places strong emphasis on differentiating the interior of a module from

the exterior, while the latter wants to allow external effects to the internals of a concern.

We show that this conclusion is a fallacy, and that the abilities of modules and aspects are syn-

ergistic. We argue that to combine aspects and modules is the right thing to do, and that such a

combination can be both simple and powerful. A system combining the two will provide a signi£-

cant step towards reaching our goal of being able to conveniently write and reason about large and

complex programs.

We illustrate our argument by presenting a concrete system, called Aspectual Collaboration (hence-

forth AC), combining modular and aspect-oriented features. We evaluate our design choices by

comparing its expressiveness on a challenge problem to that of two existing systems, AspectJ and

Hyper/J, on the same problem.

2.1 Resulting Properties

We investigate the solution space, in particular a module system for Java, which we call Aspectual

Collaborations. By incorporating the requirements of aspects to partially break encapsulation into

modules, and by limiting aspects to what is visible in the resulting interfaces, the bene£ts of AOP

can be realized in a system that maintains the attractive capabilities of module systems.

The result is a system which is simultaneously conceptually simple and powerful. The focus on

modules as the basis for composition allows us to leverage encapsulation to provide useful properties

such as type-safety, separate compilation, and compositional semantics. As far as we are aware, this

2Teams can work independently, one team per use case. However, interactions would require some form of aspectual
interfaces.
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is the £rst aspect-oriented system which provides type-safe compilation, where type-safety is de£ned

as the guarantee that the compilation process does not introduce any dynamic errors.3

We claim that by combining modules and aspects in one unifying construct, several improve-

ments over current state-of-the-art are realized. In general, we are able to offer a synergistic combi-

nation of aspects and modules. In particular, the following properties result:

1. Simple Design. Rather than having several programming constructs, we £nd that well under-

stood concepts such as modules, their interfaces, and their composition, suf£ce to capture

complex behaviors. This removes layers of complexity between language implementation and

semantics, allowing the programmer to relate problem symptoms to their cause.

2. Powerful Modules. The module system is powerful enough to enable separate compilation—

including aspects and advice—yet ¤exible enough to subsume many uses of parametric gener-

icity.

3. Encapsulation. By maintaining an interface to its implementation, a module can be modi£ed,

or even exchanged for another, as long as the interface of the new module matches that of the

replaced one.

4. Compositional reasoning and implementation. Our modules allow behavior – both object-

oriented and aspect-oriented – to be composed from smaller modules (which themselves may

be composite). Thus, smaller modules can be understood in isolation, and composed into

larger well-understood modules. Clifton and Curtis [CL02] note that Parnas [Par72] made

three observations about modules, and that while the second point—¤exible modularity—is

the typical focus of AOP, his third point—modular reasoning—was also worthy of investiga-

tion.4 We whole-heartedly agree with this observation.

Aspect-Orientation allows us to modularize behavior that would otherwise be implemented

across several modules, and also to separate unrelated behavior that would spuriously be im-

plemented in the same module. However, this cannot be allowed to hinder modular reasoning,

as that is key to managing the development of large program. Modular reasoning is the prop-

erty which allows us to understand a module once and then reuse the understanding along

with the module’s implementation, and likewise which allows us to understand a program

by composing our understanding of the program in the same way we compose modules to

construct the program.

3A more precise de£nition is forthcoming in subsequent sections. Notably, our de£nition of type-safety given would
allow a dynamically typed solution, requiring all types in signatures to be Object, and the programmer to downcast the
arguments to required types before use. While this would have the desired effect: obviating the need to insert dynamic type
operations during compilation, it comes at the price of requiring the programmer to always insert casts manually—hardly an
improvement.

4Parnas’ £rst observation was that modularization increases productivity by allowing parallel development.
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In contrast, systems such as AspectJ require the programmer to be aware of the totality of the

system, including the command line with which it was compiled, to gain the local understand-

ing of what a method invocation means.

5. Flexible implementation and reuse. Each module is written against the class organization that

best suits its needs. Differences in class-graphs are reconciled during module composition,

generating a resulting class-graph which contains each of the constituent class-graphs.

6. Aspectual module interface. Traditional modules explicitly import and export behavior across

their interfaces. Aspect-Oriented programming allows behavior to be inserted into a module

that is not explicitly aware of the modi£cation. Such modi£ability can be seen as a second

kind of module interface. This interface is the dual of a traditional module interface, in that

its elements can be written to, but not read. An innovation of Aspectual Collaborations is to

account for this join-point interface as well.

The interaction with modular interface is key to maintaining traceability: at all levels, the

programmer knows that encapsulated behavior cannot be modi£ed by external aspects. To

see how an exported method is modi£ed, one needs merely inspect the enclosing level in the

composition hierarchy.

Our current module system equates the set of possible modi£cation points with the set of ex-

ported methods, but this limitation is due to scope, not fundamental design. A more advanced

system would allow modi£cation join-points to be exported separately from the methods they

represent. Such a system is sketched as future work.

7. Type safe separate compilation. To be able reuse aspect-oriented behavior, it must be generic

with respect to the behavior it modi£es. Unfortunately, this has proven dif£cult to combine

with separate compilation. We £nd that by leveraging the encapsulation features of modules,

we are able to combine separate compilation and type safe generic advice. Our type safety

guarantees are stronger than similar systems in AspectJ and Hyper/J (see Sections 7.1 (page

39) and 7.2 (page 43), respectively), as we are able to provide such genericity without requir-

ing dynamic downcasts – either in user written or compiler generated code. [LLO03] provides

a detailed comparison and evaluation of AspectJ, Hyper/J, and Aspectual Collaborations for

implementing a caching aspect.

8. Aspect Interaction. An important issue for aspect-oriented behavior is the precedence of the

advice. We £nd that the explicit nature of our advice naturally leads to an precedence based

on lexicographic ordering. This is quite natural if one views an aspect as side-effecting the

affected methods. This affords a very £ne-grained control, allowing the order of advice from

several aspects to be interleaved.
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9. Sharing. If a module is reused several times in an application, a logical question is under

what circumstance state can be shared between the attachments of the module. Aspectual

Collaborations takes the £rst steps towards investigating this issue, allowing such sharings to

be explicitly expressed using module composition.

The interactions between hierarchical composition and encapsulation is what allows us to apply

modular reasoning to aspect-oriented programs. There are two interlinked facets to this property:

1. Which aspects can see a given joinpoint, and

2. Which joinpoints can be seen by external aspects.

2.1.1 Interactions: Hierarchical Composition and Modular Reasoning

Hierarchical composition deals with the £rst facet, as to understand a given level in the hierarchy,

we need to understand only aspects (collaborations) that are being composed at that level. We

may need to recursively understand those collaborations, but we can ignore the rest of the world: a

simple dependency trace will precisely identify the collaborations involved.

To decide whether a given member is referenced, the ¤at case requires us to search n modules,

where as for a hierarchically composed system will require a search of log n modules, as we merely

need to follow the import relationships until we £nd the atomic modules which use it.

2.1.2 Interactions: Encapsulation and Modular Reasoning

Encapsulation aids with our understanding of the second facet above, by controlling visibility of

joinpoints of a collaboration. By not exporting joinpoints, the collaboration designer can avoid third

parties breaking internal invariants, while still remaining ¤exible to unforeseen variance.

The difference between normal module exports—such as a method reference—and an aspectual

module export—such as an invocation joinpoint—is that references are read-only, allowing external

modules to invoke the method, while the joinpoint is write-only, allowing the external modules to

in¤uence how the invocation should behave.

Thus, in order to maintain modular reasoning, it is much more important to control visibility,

than it is for non-aspect-oriented modules. A hypothetical non-aspect-oriented module system with

hierarchical composition but no encapsulation would still allow (weaker) modular reasoning. While

a module programmer would not be able to control whether sensitive methods are invoked, he

would at least know what will happen when then are invoked (either locally by the module, or by
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external reference). Such reasoning is not available to the designer in a module system with aspects

and an oblivious base: encapsulation is required if we are to provide modular reasoning.5

2.1.3 Interactions: Modular Reasoning vs. Expressiveness

Recently, the expressiveness of AOP was demonstrated [LLW03] by the implementation of for-

merly compile-time checks of the Law of Demeter (LoD) [LH89, Lie96] in AspectJ. The implemen-

tation in AspectJ requires that all method executions be captured by the LoD-Checker aspect, which

seemingly con¤icts with the goal of encapsulation: hiding the internals of the module. While ver-

ifying a programming pattern is an extreme case, it is plausible that some aspects have justi£able

cause to access a module’s internals. The necessary insight is that while a module interface normally

hides sensitive methods, this is not a language restriction. To allow aspects like the LoD-Checker

to be written, it is merely necessary to provide it with an unrestricted interface to the module to

be checked. By exporting only publicly visible members from this composed module, we retain the

encapsulation that enables modular reasoning.

Thus, encapsulation can co-exist with powerful aspect-oriented modules that require full visibil-

ity: we just need to link the AO module at a suf£ciently intimate level with its target. Of course, this

will require re-linking the hierarchy all the way down to the to affected target. Luckily, the tree-like

structure of the composition hierarchy means that we expect to only affect log n out of n modules in

the program.

There are two potential approaches to avoid having to manually relink the hierarchy, neither of

which apply to the current implementation, but which do foreshadow future directions of research

(see Section future):

• If composite collaborations could be parameterized over collaborations, it would be possible

to thread such an argument through the composition hierarchy to be attached to each atomic

collaboration. However, this requires both that the original designers had the foresight to

thread the parameter through, and that collaboration is suf£ciently general to be attached to

all atoms.

To support parameterized collaborations, a concept of collaboration signature will be required,

to be able to check that the attachment of the parameterized collaboration is valid before we

know the actual collaboration passed in (the LoD-Checker in this case).

The addition of parameterization would £t nicely into ACs, as a parameterized collaboration

can be seen as a function over collaborations. Since an attachment of a collaboration already

5Section Related:Spectators describes an alternative to encapsulation that still maintains modular reasoning, based on restricting

obliviousness.
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copies the collaboration, a collaboration declaration is effectively a nullary function to a col-

laboration, which matches well with functor-like parameterization.

• Instead of just one interface, we can offer several. For example, there can be one for public

use which omits any sensitive methods, and another for intimate use, which can be used for

the LoD-Checker. This approach does not require any of collaborations, but does require that

we compose collaboration signatures as well as collaboration implementations.

Having multiple interfaces for a given implementation is common in module systems [FF98,

MFH01, Mac84], and would be a natural addition to ACs. However, several details would

need to be ironed out, as the interaction between multiple signatures and one implementation

is not always straight forward: Section 7.3.2 (page 52) illustrates one such issue.

2.2 Anti-thesis

It is perhaps as important to lay out what is not claimed, as it is to precisely specify what is.

Speci£cally, we present an existence proof for combining aspects and modules so that we main-

tain several properties we claim are useful. We claim that the combination illustrates the usefulness

and desirability to combine the two. The reader, when examining our examples, should keep in

mind that our claim is that key language concepts can co-exist, not that we have an elegant way

of combining them. We do not claim that our existence proof, the presented Aspectual Collabora-

tions system, is suitable for every-day programming or widespread adoption. Typically, examples in

the thesis are structured to clearly exposit some property of the language, rather than exemplifying

best-practice programming style. While it is likely that the write-only behavior of joinpoints will

require the criteria for program decomposition to be reconsidered for aspect-oriented modules, such

as aspectual collaborations, we have not investigated what the effects might be.

While we show that modules and aspects can fruitfully co-exist, the joinpoint model presented

is very rudimentary, and the module composition language can be overly £nicky. This is due both to

practical constraints on what can be implemented in a limited time frame, and also purposefully to

retain some correspondence to the formally analyzed model of the language.

To promote more wide-spread access to the ideas behind Aspectual Collaborations, the system

could be substantially polished, most likely with signi£cant tool support to aid in composition spec-

i£cation. Alternately, the core ideas of using module encapsulation to control join-points could be

reimplemented in, for example, the AspectJ model. In such a scenario, joinpoints could be encapsu-

lated by advice expressing visibility. Such scenarios are speculative, and are not part of our claims.
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3 Design Overview

THE rest of the thesis will discuss issues in the context of our formal model of Aspectual Collabora-

tions, so we take this opportunity to introduce the real Aspectual Collaborations, as an extension

to—or perhaps more accurately, around—Java.

An AC consists of a participant graph, where the nodes are Java-class like entities called partici-

pants, and the edges are is-a and has-a relations. The set of participants is closed; it can be extended

only by recompiling the whole collaboration. A participant has zero or more members—£elds or

methods—obeying the normal semantics of Java members. In addition to the member modi£ers

offered by Java classes, participants can have three additional orthogonal member modi£ers:

• expected members are deferred members that, like abstract members, must be provided be-

fore the collaboration can be executed. These differ from abstract members in that both meth-

ods and £elds can be expected, and more importantly, in that an expected member does not

inhibit class instantiation. Expected members are the ports by which behavior is imported—

provided—into a collaboration. Another difference from abstract members is that behavior is

provided directly to the declared expected member, rather than using subclassing and inheri-

tance, as is the case for abstract methods. Like abstract methods, it is a runtime error to invoke

an expected member.

• aspectual methods are able to intercede in—advise—invocations of other methods. When

an aspectual method is attached to advise a host method, all invocations of the host method

are intercepted, rei£ed as a joinpoint object representing the execution, and passed to the

aspectual operation as an argument. The aspectual method can then control and modify the

details of the call, until returning control to the original caller. An aspectual method may be

constrained to work with only a more limited set of signatures, thereby gaining access to the

arguments to- and returned value of- the method execution.

• exported members are visible outside the collaboration. When composing collaborations,

any members that should be visible in the result must be explicitly exported. Non-exported

members become hidden behind the encapsulation interface of the AC. Note that we will

want to export all expected members that have not been provided, as otherwise they will

not be visible to subsequent attachment speci£cations, dooming the collaboration to never be

executable.

These annotations are applied at the member—rather than participant—level for reasons of prac-

ticality rather than fundamental design. If we wanted to use imported participant usefully, we would
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anyway need to specify signatures of members the importing module needs to reference on the im-

ported participants. Furthermore, we would also need to also import participants mentioned transi-

tively by the signatures of the imported members. We would then need to apply some programming

pattern like Jiazzi’s mixin and open class patterns in order to be able to compose participants refer-

encing imported behavior and the imported behavior into one exported participant. We avoid these

obstacles by instead specifying imports and exports at the member level.6

A collaboration is either compiled directly from source code, or else composed from already

compiled collaborations. We call the resulting collaboration the output or result collaboration, and

the already compiled collaborations from which it is composed, constituent collaborations.7 The

composition is akin to static linking, by which we mean that a change to a constituent collaboration

will not be re¤ected in the output collaboration until it has be re-composed. This is merely an

implementation choice, and nothing in the language design would hinder a more dynamic approach,

for example implemented as a class-loader in the JVM.

Unlike other some module systems, we choose to derive the signature of an AC from its decla-

ration, rather than an external signature applied to the declaration. However, the interface remains

stable under modi£cations to the interfaces of the constituent collaborations: as long as the collabo-

ration still type-checks, modi£cations to the constituent collaborations’ interfaces will not affect the

interface of the output collaboration.

Thus, a collaboration has exactly one interface, rather than being able to satisfy a set of signa-

tures. The interface of an AC consists of the exported members of the collaboration, along with

the participants on which these members are de£ned. We refer to the subset of interface which are

expected as the required interface, and the remainder as the provided interface. Section 6.3 (page

36) discusses alternate semantics for linking required and provided interfaces, which would truly

make the required interface a subset of the provided interface (ie, we would be able to specify an

expected method as the source of a requirement), and the trade-offs involved in the choice.

4 Aspectual Collaborations by Example

W E’LL introduce the concepts underlying Aspectual Collaborations through a small example,

composing two dissimilar collaborations; showing how by deferring structural details we

6Our implementation allows collaboration-private participants by omitting them from the type mapping phase of attach-
ment. This is only a possibility for participants that don’t appear in the exported signature of the collaboration, and is also
not accounted for in our formal model.

7We use the terms “output” and “constituent” to disambiguate “composed” collaboration, which can be taken to be the
result of composition, or one of the ingredients.
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1 collaboration legal;
2 participant LegalEntity {
3 String legalname;
4 }
5 participant Human
6 extends LegalEntity {
7 }
8 participant Employee
9 extends Human {

10 Workplace wp;
11 }
12 participant Workplace {
13 expected String location;
14 }

1 collaboration person;
2 participant Person {
3 expected String name;
4 }
5 participant Active
6 extends Person {
7 Activity does;
8 }
9 participant Activity {

10 Building in;
11 }
12 participant Building {
13 String address;
14 }

1 collaboration legal person;
2 participant Person {}
3 participant Adult extends Person {}
4 participant Working extends Adult {}
5 participant Job {}
6 participant Workplace {}
7 attach legal, person {
8 Person += Person, LegalEntity
9 { provide name with legalname; }

10 Adult += Human;
11 Working += Employee, Active;
12 Job += Activity;
13 Workplace += Building, Workplace
14 { provide location with address; }
15 }

Figure 1: Two collaborations describing a person, with slightly different shapes, and their composi-
tion.

can gain £ner-grained control of the object structure; and £nally showing how existing behavior can

be advised.

4.1 Introducing Structure

A s an introduction to collaborations and their composition, Figure 1 presents two different collabo-

rations describing a person. The two constituent collaborations on the left and middle are composed

by the declaration on the right into a collaboration containing the £elds and methods of both. At this

stage, we omit methods to focus on how participants and references to them are affected by com-

position. The result of compiling the collaborations are shown below the code as UML diagrams.

Notice that although the collaborations were of different shapes, we were able to stretch them to £t

into a common participant graph.

The example illustrates the point-wise composition performed on participants: The composite

collaboration declares a participant class structure for the output, into which the contents of the

constituents are inserted. The name of a Person is imported from that of a LegalEntity, and simi-
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1 collaboration legal;
2 participant LegalEntity {
3 String legalname;
4 }
5 participant Human
6 extends LegalEntity {
7 }
8 participant Employee
9 extends Human {

10 expected Workplace get wp();
11 expected
12 void set wp(Workplace wp);
13 }
14 participant Workplace {
15 expected String location;
16 }

1 collaboration person;
2 participant Person {
3 expected String name;
4 }
5 participant Active
6 extends Person {
7 expected Activity get does();
8 expected
9 void set does(Activity does);

10 }
11 participant Activity {
12 expected Building get in();
13 expected
14 void set in(Building in);
15 }
16 participant Building {
17 String address;
18 }

1 collaboration legal person;
2 participant Person {}
3 participant Adult extends Person {}
4 participant Working extends Adult {}
5 participant Job {}
6 participant Workplace {}
7 attach legal, person {
8 Person += Person, LegalEntity
9 { provide name with legalname; }

10 Adult += Human;
11 Working += Employee, Active
12 { export get does; export set does;
13 export get wp; export set wp; }
14 Job += Activity
15 { export get in; export set in; }
16 Workplace += Building, Workplace
17 { provide location with address; }
18 }

Figure 2: Using expected methods to defer structure.

larly, the location of a building is imported as its address. Notice that imports are composition is

symmetric, allowing both collaborations to be sinks and sources for their relationships.

4.1.1 Language Concepts Explained

A collaboration consists of three parts: an intrinsic name, a declaration of the output collabo-

ration (possibly devoid of methods and £elds), and a (possibly empty) set of attachments into the

output collaboration.8 A compiled Aspectual Collaboration—either with behavior declared directly,

like legal and person, or composed from already compiled collaborations, like legal person—is struc-

tured similarly to a Java package, but consisting of participants, rather than classes. Apart from

consisting of a more general class construct, the primary difference between a collaboration and a

package is that a collaboration is closed to subsequent extension, while classes can be added to a

package at any time. Thus, in ACs the unit of compilation is the collaboration, as opposed to the

class of a Java package.9

The output collaboration declares the participants which are visible in the output, and also their

subtyping relationships. The purpose of the skeleton is that it transforms a construction problem

into a veri£cation problem: instead of needing to construct a set of output classes able to contain

8The implemented language, and the modeled language of Chapter fjacc differ most signi£cantly in what the skeleton
can contain: the implemented AC compiler accepts full Java—including methods and £elds—while the model in Feather-
weightJava draws a strict separation: a collaboration is either purely atomic Java behavior or purely composed from other
collaborations.

9Section Future:Optimize discusses how this property could be used to enable program optimizations.
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the class structures of the constituent (attached) collaborations, we merely need to verify that the

mapping of each constituent collaboration maintains the necessary properties—an easier task.10

More importantly, this gives us full control over the the names of and subtyping relationships among

the classes in the output collaboration.

The attachment details are speci£ed at three levels: collaboration, class, and member. The ex-

ample shows how collaboration legal person is composed from collaborations legal and person. Each

class in each attached collaboration is then mapped to a class in the output collaboration. The +=

notation is chosen to suggest that the left-hand class (the output class) accumulates the contents of

the right-hand classes. Thus, the declaration Working += Employee, Active declares that constituent

classes Employee and Active are mapped to output class Working, inserting their £elds and methods

into the output class.

Lastly, imports and exports are resolved at the member level. Imports are declared via expected

members—£elds or methods—which declare the signature of the required member, and are refer-

enced by the behavior in the collaboration as if they were declared as concrete.

To import behavior into the collaboration, an expected member is provided with the behav-

ior from a concrete member, with identical signature and on the same class. Fields name and

legalname have both the same type and have been inserted into the same output type. The for-

mer is expected (also referred to as required), while the latter is concrete, so the declaration

provide name with legalname is valid, and all references to name are redirected to legalname.

4.2 Deferred Structure Pattern

During composition, types are mapped according to the attachment, so that all references to Build-

ing in Person are replaced by references to Workplace. Thus, both £elds Employee.wp and Activity.in are

typed Workplace. This begs an obvious question: did the composition mean to result in two paths

to Building from Working, as shown in the rightmost illustration in Figure 1? Most likely, the answer

is that the composition was intended to result in only one path, and that we have unintentionally

introduced an invariant someoneWorking.do.in==someoneWorking.wp that the programmer must be

careful to maintain.

To address this issue, we introduce a programming pattern, the Deferred Structure Pattern, lever-

aging expected methods, which declare method signatures without behavior, to defer has-a relations

until the class structure is stable.

10Section Future:DeriveGraph discusses some details on how the output collaboration could be derived from the constituent

collaborations.
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1 collaboration structure;
2 participant Working {
3 Job job;
4 Job getDoes() { return job; }
5 void setDoes(Job does) {
6 job = does; }
7 Workplace getWP() {
8 return getDoes().get in(); }
9 void setWP(Workplace wp) {

10 getDoes().set in(wp); }
11 }
12 participant Job {
13 Workplace wp;
14 Workplace get in() {return wp; }
15 void set in(Workplace in) {
16 wp = in; }
17 }
18 participant Workplace { }

1 collaboration legal person structure;
2 participant Person {}
3 participant Adult extends Person {}
4 participant Working extends Adult {}
5 participant Activity {}
6 participant Building {}
7 attach legal person, structure {
8 Person += Person;
9 Adult += Human;

10 Working += legal person.Working, structure.Working
11 { provide get does with getDoes; provide set does with setDoes;
12 provide get wp with getWP; provide set wp with setWP;
13 export getDoes; export setDoes; export getWP; export setWP; }
14 Activity += legal person.Job, structure.Job
15 { provide legal person.Job.get in with structure.Job.get in;
16 provide legal person.Job.set in with structure.Job.set in;
17 export structure.get in as getIn; export structure.set in as setIn;}
18 Building += legal person.Workplace, structure.Workplace;
19 }

Figure 3: Adding the structure.

Figure 2 shows the necessary modi£cations. Instead of each collaboration encoding has-a refer-

ences directly as £elds, we declare expected getter- and (if needed) setter-methods for those £elds. 11

The actual £elds, and the methods to access them, are added only when we wish to freeze the struc-

ture, after the structure-using collaborations have been added. Note that references to external

types, such as String are exempt from type mapping during attachment, and thus also the pattern.

Figure 3 shows how a simple has-a structure can be added to the legal person collaboration, gen-

erating legal person structure.12 To illustrate the use of disambiguation, we have reused the names of

legal person in structure. Since Aspectual Collaborations have no match-by-name rule (as commonly

used in Hyper/J), we need to manually compose the similarly named classes. Similarly, to provide

get in from structure to the identically named method in legal person, we need to disambiguate to

declare which one is source and which one is sink. For example, to provide the concrete method

from structure to the expected from legal person, we write

provide legal person.Job.get in with structure.Job.get in.

Section Future:DeriveAttachments delves into how such disambiguation might be avoided in a more mature

implementation.13

11One additional bene£t to using this programming pattern is that it allows us to separately control read and write access
to a £eld.

12The example has been slightly cleaned up from the actual syntax, but expresses precisely the same information.
13To simplify the presentation, our formal model in Chapter fjacc requires that all class and member references be fully

quali£ed.
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1 collaboration assertJob;
2 participant Wrking {
3 expected Jb getJb();
4 expected void setJb(Jb);
5 aspectual Returned checkAltOne(JoinPoint jp) {
6 if (theJob==null) { setJb( new Jb() ); }
7 return jp.invoke();
8 }
9

10 aspectual Ret checkAltTwo(JnPt jp) {
11 Ret ret = jp.invoke();
12 if (ret.exception() instanceof NullPointerException) {
13 setJb( new Jb() );
14 ret = jp.invoke();
15 }
16 return ret;
17 }
18 }
19 participant Jb {}

1 collaboration legal person structure assert;
2 participant Person {}
3 participant Adult extends Person {}
4 participant Working extends Adult {}
5 participant Activity {}
6 participant Building {}
7 attach legal person structure, assert {
8 Person += Person;
9 Adult += Adult;

10 Working += Working, Wrking
11 { provide getJb with getJob;
12 provide setJb with setJob;
13 around getWP do checkAltOne;
14 around setWP do checkAltTwo;
15 export getDoes; export setDoes;
16 export getWP; export setWP; }
17 Activity += Job, Jb
18 { export getIn; export setIn;}
19 Building += Workplace;
20 }

Figure 4: Guarding against null-pointer errors.

4.2.1 Language Concepts Explained

When providing one member to another, it is required that they have the same type. Earlier, we

provided legalname to expected £eld name, both of type String. When we specify a type mapping in an

attachment, two things occur: the members from the constituent types are inserted into the output

type, and all references to the constituent types are translated to the output type. In Figure 2 (page

15), class Active’s method signature void set does(Activity) is translated to void set does(Job) , as

Activity is mapped to Job. Thus, after insertion collaboration structure’s concrete methods getDoes and

setDoes have identical signatures to legal person’s expected methods get does and set does, allowing

the former to be provided to the latter.

Lastly, the method set does (with several others), which has been added to class Working, is

declared exported, and thus available to external uses. Members which are not exported are encap-

sulated inside the collaboration, and cannot be referenced externally, nor will they be confused with

identically named members from other collaborations.

4.3 Aspectual Behavior

The code in Figure 3 is hardly up to production quality: getWP and setWP will result in null-pointer

errors if no Job object exists. We thus need to ensure that getDoes returns non-null. Figure 4 shows
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two alternate aspectual methods which provide such assurances—checkAltOne and checkAltTwo—

composing them to intercept getWP and setWP respectively.

The around getWP do checkAltOne declaration in the attachment of the awkwardly named col-

laboration legal person structure assert sets up an interception relationship so that the aspectual

method checkAltOne intercepts all executions of getWP. When executed, checkAltOne veri£es that

expected getter method getJb—which will be provided getJob—returns non-null, and if it doesn’t,

invokes the setter with a newly instantiated Jb object. The aspectual method then invokes the in-

tercepted method (invoke on the jp object), returning the result (encapsulated as a Returned object)

directly to the interception framework. Because type mapping has set up Jb to be the same type as

Job, the composition is well typed.

The second aspectual method illustrates what would be possible in a more mature system, but

is not fully implemented in the current prototype. Speci£cally, while exceptions can easily be inter-

cepted using Java’s try···catch statements, the compiler does not currently insert such clauses into

advice attachments. Only a trivial extension would be required to achieve the required behavior.

Assuming a suitably extended AC compiler, the checkAltTwo aspectual method £rst allows the

intercepted method to execute, storing the result in a local variable, ret. If the returned value

represents an error condition—a null-pointer exception in particular—we assume that it was due to

getJb returning null, and set it to a new Jb object, and try the method again.

4.3.1 Language Concepts Explained

It should come as some surprise that we can intercept getWP with the aspectual method check-

AltOne, as their signatures are completely dissimilar. Indeed, not only does the former take no

arguments while the latter takes one; the types used in checkAltOne’s signature are not even mapped

against an output type.

The reason this works is that the aspectual method does not directly wrap the intercepted method

(the host method) but rather is invoked by the interception infrastructure generated by the compiler.

The programmer chooses the names of the types in the signature of checkAltOne, and corresponding

classes are generated by the compiler. The generated infrastructure is able to intercept executions of

a method, capturing all details necessary to allow the captured execution to continue in an instance

of the JoinPoint class. That JoinPoint object is passed to the aspectual method as its only argument.

The generated JoinPoint class provides an API to the aspectual method, allowing the intercepted

method to be executed in order to return an instance of Returned, which captures the result—if

any—of the intercepted method’s execution. Thus the API of the joinpoint object insulates the as-

pectual method from the signature of the intercepted method, allowing the same compiled aspectual
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method to be reused to intercept methods of any signature. Optionally, the API can be extended to

expose arguments or return-value of the method, which would limit the reusability to intercepting

signatures conforming to the new constraints.

The API generated for the aspectual method aspectual Returned checkAltOne(JoinPoint jp) is shown

below. The signature of the aspectual method obligates it to return a Returned object as its result, but

no stipulations are imposed on how this object is obtained. The API provides methods for generating

a return-value object either by invoking—or by not invoking—the intercepted method. Alternately,

an object from a previous invocation could be retrieved from a variable. However, neither class has

a user visible constructor, so the two methods invoke and dontInvoke are the only ways to create a

Returned object.14

1 class JoinPoint {

2 Returned invoke();

3 Returned dontInvoke();

4 }

5 class Returned {

6 }

Type-safe reuse is achieved by treating the joinpoint and return-value types as existential type

variables, scoped over the aspectual method’s body. This means that while we have named the

types, JoinPoint and Returned are only bound to actual classes within the method body, and are

bound to different classes for each attachment of the aspectual method. Thus, there can be no £elds

or methods which mention the aspectual method’s types, appart from the aspectual method itself.

Since the method requires an argument of static type JoinPoint to be invoked, and we cannot express

that type outside the scope of the body, we realize that while the aspectual method could invoke

itself recursively, no other method in the collaboration is able to do so.

While the types of the joinpoint and return-value objects are existential, they none-the-less are

java objects. This allows us to store them, upcast to Object, in global data-structures. The only place

in the program where they can be downcast to a more speci£c types is inside the same aspectual

method attachment as they objects came from. Since a downcast can fail, it is important that it is in

user-written code, so that the programmer is able to debug it if it fails.

5 The Recurring Example in Aspectual Collaborations

THE related work chapter, Chapter related, uses a recurring example of employee and workplace

roles to be mapped onto either a person and building, or an ant and an anthill. This section

sketches how Aspectual Collaborations would solve the same problem.

14Re¤ection is evil.
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Listing 1: Base

1 package person building;
2 class Person {
3 String argue() { ··· }
4 }
5

6 class Building {
7 }
8

9 package ant anthill;
10 class Ant {
11 }
12

13 class AntHill {
14 }

Listing 2: Employee Workplace

1 collaboration employee workplace;
2 participant Employee {
3 Workplace wp;
4 Workplace getWorkplace() {
5 return wp;
6 }
7 }
8

9 participant Workplace {
10 Employee[] employees;
11 java.util.Collection getEmployees() {
12 java.util.Collection ret = new java.util.ArrayList();
13 for (int i=0; i<employees.length; i++) {
14 ret.add(employees[i]);
15 }
16 return ret;
17 }
18 void hireEmployee(Employee e) { ··· }
19 void £reEmployee(Employee e) { ··· }
20 }

Listing 3: Teacher School

1 collaboration teacher school;
2 participant Teacher {
3 expected School getSchool();
4 boolean verifyWellFormed() {
5 java.util.Iterator ts =
6 getSchool().getTeachers().iterator();
7 while (ts.hasNext()) {
8 Teacher t = (Teacher) ts.next();
9 if (t == this) return true;

10 }
11 return false;
12 }
13 aspectual RV betterArgueIntercept(JP jp) {
14 improveArguments();
15 return jp.invoke();
16 }
17 void improveArguments() {
18 ··· getSchool().library.borrowBook(···) ···
19 }
20 }
21 participant School {
22 expected java.util.Collection getTeachers();
23 Library library;
24 }
25

26 participant Library {
27 Librarian[] librarians;
28 Book[] books;
29 Book borrowBook(String title) { ··· }
30 void returnBook(Book book) { ··· }
31 }
32

33 participant Librarian { ··· }
34 participant Book {
35 String getTitle() { ··· }
36 }

The solution leaves many of AC’s features under-exercised, but does illustrate that ACs are at

least as capable as related systems are in their core areas, in addition to possessing ¤exibility from

aspectual interception. We also highlight areas that we hope to strengthen with future work, using

the recurring example to motivate the usefulness of the proposed modi£cation.

Listings 1, 2, and 3 show four collaborations (in three listings) that are separately compiled.

They are loosely based on Figures SampleRelatedProblem and DCGtwoattach in Chapter related. These will form the

basis for exploring the ¤exibility of AC composition.

As mentioned in Section softeng, composition is a dimension orthogonal to subclassing hierarchies.

The solution presented here, for presentation purposes, uses only module composition to construct

class behavior. When to use inheritance and sub-classing and when to use composition is an area for

further research in design methodology.
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Listing 4: Composite 1

1 collaboration person employee teacher;
2

3 participant TeacherEmployeePerson { }
4 participant SchoolWorkplaceBuilding { }
5 participant Library { }
6 participant Librarian { }
7 participant Book { }
8

9 attach person building,
10 employee workplace, teacher school {
11 TeacherEmployeePerson +=
12 Person, Employee, Teacher {
13 provide getSchool with getWorkplace;
14 around argue do betterArgueIntercept;
15 }
16 SchoolWorkplaceBuilding +=
17 Building, Workplace, School {
18 provide getTeachers with getEmployees;
19 }
20 Library += Library;
21 Librarian += Librarian;
22 Book += Book;
23 }

Listing 5: Composite 2

1 collaboration ant employee;
2

3 participant AntEmployee { }
4 participant AnthillWorkplace { }
5

6 attach ant anthill, employee workplace {
7 AntEmployee += Ant, Employee;
8 AnthillWorkplace += AntHill, Workplace;
9 }

Listing 6: Composite 3

1 collaboration personemployee buildingworkplace;
2

3 participant EmployeePerson { }
4 participant WorkplaceBuilding { }
5

6 attach person building,employee workplace {
7 EmployeePerson += Person, Employee {
8 export argue;
9 export getWorkplace;

10 }
11 WorkplaceBuilding += Building, Workplace {
12 export getEmployees;
13 }
14 }

Listing 4 shows how we can compose three collaborations to create a person who is a teacher and

an employee, and likewise a building that is a school and workplace. This composition is very differ-

ent from an inheritance-based approach, as it does not use subtyping, but rather composition. The

composition also sets up an aspectual interception of any invocation of the Persons argue method, so

that the Teacher’s betterArgueIntercept can be invoked instead.

Listing 5 highlights three main differences to subtyping-based attachment, by composing the

employee workplace collaboration with the antbase package.15

1. Even though both person employee teacher and ant employee have composed and reused the

Employee participant, there is no typing relationship between them (other than both sharing

supertype Object), and each refers unambiguously to a speci£c workplace: a SchoolWorkplace-

Building or an AnthillWorkplace respectively. In an inheritance based system, such covariant

subtyping of references requires advanced typing schemes.

2. Conversely, this also implies that composition does not subsume inheritance. Using only com-

position, we cannot capture that an employee is exclusively either a teacher or a banker. Luck-

ily, composition is orthogonal to sub-typing, so it is possible to keep teacher and banker in

separate collaborations, yet still impose a sub-typing relationship with a common super-type.

15By design, a java package is a trivial collaboration.
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Listing 7: Composite 4

1 collaboration personemployee teacher;
2

3 participant TeacherEmployeePerson { }
4 participant SchoolWorkplaceBuilding { }
5 participant Library { }
6 participant Librarian { }
7 participant Book { }
8

9 attach personemployee buildingworkplace,
10 teacher school {
11 TeacherEmployeePerson +=
12 EmployeePerson, Teacher {
13 provide getSchool with getWorkplace;
14 around argue do betterArgueIntercept;
15 }
16 SchoolWorkplaceBuilding +=
17 WorkplaceBuilding, School {
18 provide getTeachers with getEmployees;
19 }
20 Library += Library {
21 export borrowBook; export returnBook;
22 }
23 Librarian += Librarian;
24 Book += Book;
25 }

Listing 8: Composite 5

1 collaboration personemployee teacher librarian;
2

3 participant TeacherEmployeePerson { }
4 participant SchoolWorkplaceBuilding { }
5 participant Library { }
6 participant Librarian { }
7 participant Book { }
8

9 attach personemployee teacher,
10 personemployee buildingworkplace {
11 TeacherEmployeePerson +=
12 TeacherEmployeePerson;
13 SchoolWorkplaceBuilding +=
14 SchoolWorkplaceBuilding;
15 Librarian += Librarian, EmployeePerson;
16 Library += Library, WorkplaceBuilding;
17 Book += Book;
18 }

3. There is no ordering between the composed participants: The Teacher type does not depend

on the Employee type, only that the expected getWorkplace method is somehow ful£lled—or

exported to be provided later.

The lack of ordering means that we are free to combine common combinations into more easily

manageable units. Listing 6 combines the person building and employee workplace collaborations into

one composite collaboration, personemployee buildingworkplace. Listing 7 achieves exactly the same

effect as Listing 4, but by attaching this pre-composed collaboration as one unit rather than two.

We can also leverage the lack of typing relationships by composing the personemployee building-

workplace a second time to the teacher school collaboration, this time to Librarian and Library par-

ticipants. This is shown in Listing 8, which is similar to the declaration composing teacher with

person/employee, but does not give librarians any better argumentative skills.

The ability to apply PersonEmployee to Librarian satis£es the desire to be able to have a Lumber-

jack’s Workplace be Outdoors, even though the Outdoors is-not-a Building (see Figures SampleRelatedProblem and

Chameleon-Uses).

This small example illustrates that Aspectual Collaboration’s composition is a very ¤exible tool

for constructing programs. We have shown how collaborations can be reused, both in different base

applications, and simultaneously in the same application.

The section above illustrates how aspectual collaborations are as expressive as several related
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role or collaboration-oriented systems, at least for our recurring example. Each system will of course

have special features that set it apart from others. Aspectual Collaboration’s distinguishing feature is

that it combines a modern module system with aspectual powers. By allowing modular composition

to control aspects, several powerful synergies are attained. The following sections explore some of

these in greater detail.

5.1 Encapsulation, Composition, and Comprehension

Notice that the Librarian in Listing 8 is created by composing the Librarian from Listing 7 with

PersonEmployee from Listing 6. This implies that there is an argue method on the Librarian, which

we have neglected to export. We have thus guaranteed that it will never be the target of aspectual

interception, as it is completely invisible to external collaborations.16 Modular encapsulation allows

us to protect the invariants of a collaboration by exposing only certain methods and £elds in the

interface of the collaboration, thereby enabling us to reason about the collaborations in a modular

way.17

Unlike keyword based interfaces such as public or private, encapsulation is inherently hierarchi-

cal: a complex collaboration may present a powerful and high-level interface to the outside world,

while internally composed from tightly knit sub-collaborations. These in turn can be composed from

smaller collaborations, which may be used several times to construct the larger collaboration.

The important bene£t from hierarchical composition is that we can choose to understand the re-

sulting collaboration either top-down or bottom-up, using encapsulation to derive cheap invariants:

given an unexported method, we know it cannot be invoked by external behavior, thus we need only

understand how the method works in the current context. Likewise, we know precisely how it will

be advised: only collaborations which see it can advise it, and since it is not exported any further,

that possibility has a clear bound.

Furthermore, since references between two (or more) collaborations are only possible via their

encapsulation boundaries, exactly how execution and information ¤ows between the two is high-

lighted. For example, it is obvious that from collaboration person employee teacher (Listing 4), that

employee workplace and teacher school only interact via the getEmployees / getTeachers and getWork-

place / getSchool.

Hierarchies of composition relationships are purely program-structuring entities. A collaboration

16Indeed, we have omitted many exports in these examples. For instance verifyWellFormed is both unexported and unrefer-
enced, making it dead code, guaranteed not to be used.

17A more advanced interface system whereby a collaboration can present several interfaces, and one interface can be
implemented by several collaborations, is discussed in Section related:multipleinterfaces.
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generated by composing several constituents is indistinguishable from one written monolithically.

Thus, it is not helpful to compare composition hierarchies with, f.ex. the subtyping hierarchy.

5.2 Separately Compiled and Type-safe Reuse of Aspects

Earlier, in Section 4.3.1 (page 19), we introduced the API provided by generated joinpoint classes,

and explained how it insulates the aspectual method from the signature of the host method, allow-

ing the aspect to be separately compiled and reused with different base applications.18 The formal

analysis of our system, as presented in Chapter fjacc, proves a type soundness property for both atomic

collaborations (such as Listing 3 (page 21)) and composite collaborations (such as Listing 4 (page

22)). The semantic model over which this is proved closely models the separate compilation de-

scribed for our prototype full-java implementation. Thus, we have provably type-safe separately

compiled aspects.

As far as we know, this is the £rst aspect system to be both type-safe and generically reusable.

Previous systems have either required advice to precisely match the types of the intercepted method

[TOHS99, L0̈2], aren’t statically typed [WKD, TK03, RJR03], or are generate code that can result in

dynamic casting errors [KHH+01].19

Additionally, two properties regarding dynamic casts are asserted. The £rst, that of safety preser-

vation (as proposed by [IPW99]), guarantees that no dynamic error locations are introduced by

the compilation scheme. Section safecomposites speci£es this property formally. A second property, £rst

pointed out in a footnote in Section 2.1 (page 6), is that our aspects do not require the use of sub-

type polymorphism to achieve a useful level of reusable expressiveness. It is unclear how to express

this property precisely, as dynamically risky expressions are still useful, but are not required for “ev-

eryday” aspectual behavior; the precise de£nition of the property thus depends on where the bar of

“everyday” expressiveness is placed.

An example of an inexpressive system would be one which achieves its reusability by only allow-

ing advice to assume host signatures expressed as Object types. For any but the most basic aspects,

the captured arguments will need to be downcast to more precise types. Since this happens in the

user-written code, no dynamic errors locations are introduced by the compiler, thus preserving safety,

but intuitively, the dynamic error locations are required by the language’s lack of expressiveness.

18Keeping in mind that our system is symmetric, we use the term “base” loosely.
19Section 7.1 (page 39) illustrates how AspectJ’s compilation scheme can result in dynamic errors in code that the user has

no control over.
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5.3 Joinpoint Tuples

A collaboration is the unit of composition for ACs. This allows us to conveniently express how

related advice should interact, and is a key for achieving type-safety (see Section 6.1.1 (page 29)).

For example, a library may want to maintain statistics so that it knows how many books are “out”.

Listing 9 illustrates how this can be achieved, by adding an externally visible numBooksOut variable,

which is automatically kept up to date with aspectual methods—effectively before advice—which

are attached to the borrowBook and returnBook methods.

A common observation is that an aspect will consist of a tuple of co-operating advice—in this

case, the aspectual methods upCounter and dnCounter—together affecting the shared state of the

counter. However, an easily neglected facet is that correspondingly, joinpoints also form cohesive

tuples. Consider the methods hireEmployee and £reEmployee in Listing 2 (page 21), and posit that

we also want to maintain a count of the number of employees in the workplace. It would be easy

to reuse count things to achieve this: it suf£ces to wrap upCounter around executions of hireEmployee,

and similarly for dnCounter.

The key insight here is that we want two attachments of the counting collaboration: once with

upCounter 7→ borrowBook and dnCounter 7→ returnBook, and once with upCounter 7→ hireEmployee

and dnCounter 7→ £reEmployee. This is very different from what we can express with pointcuts:

one attachment with upCounter 7→ { borrowBook, hireEmployee } and dnCounter 7→ { returnBook, £re-

Employee }. The difference is that the former case expresses a set of tuples of joinpoints, making it

clear that we want advice attached to hireEmployee to correspond to advice attached to £reEmployee,

while in the latter case, we express a tuple of sets of joinpoints, where it is not clear that such a

correspondence even exists. Even if we had per-object advice, had we speci£ed dnCounter 7→ {},

we would not have advised any joinpoint with dnCounter, clearly breaking the intended pairing of

up and down advice.20

Thus, tuples of joinpoints allow us to talk about how a group of joinpoints relate (and by ex-

tension, also about sets of such tuples), while sets of joinpoints do not let us specify such groups

at all. The trade-off is that specifying the sets of tuples can be less succinct than specifying simple

sets of joinpoints (and hence tuples of joinpoint sets). Section Discuss:Matching describes one approach to

specifying sets of joinpoint tuples.

In Section related we analyze several proposed collaboration-oriented systems that end up with

unclear semantics because they attempt to describe the attachment of the collaboration as a tuple of

sets of joinpoints, rather than a set of joinpoint tuples.

20It may be possible to simulate tuples using abstract aspects and pointcuts: each tuple can be expressed as a concrete
sub-aspect with singleton joinpoints for each pointcut.
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Listing 9: Counting Books

1 collaboration count things;
2 participant ThingHolder {
3 int counter;
4 aspectual UP RV upCounter(UP JP jp) {{
5 counter += 1;
6 return jp.invoke();
7 }}
8 aspectual DN RV dnCounter(DN JP jp) {{
9 counter += 1;

10 return jp.invoke();
11 }}
12 }
13

14

15 collaboration pet counter;
16

17 participant TeacherEmployeePerson { }
18 participant SchoolWorkplaceBuilding { }
19 participant Library { }
20 participant Librarian { }
21 participant Book { }
22

23 attach personemployee teacher, count things {
24 TeacherEmployeePerson +=
25 TeacherEmployeePerson;
26 SchoolWorkplaceBuilding +=
27 SchoolWorkplaceBuilding;
28 Library += Library, ThingHolder {
29 around borrowBook do upCounter;
30 around returnBook do dnCounter;
31 export counter as numBooksOut;
32 }
33 Librarian += Librarian;
34 Book += Book;
35 }

Listing 10: Counting Books with Names

1 collaboration count things logging;
2 participant ThingHolder {
3 int counter;
4 aspectual UP RV upCounter(UP JP<Thing thng> jp) {
5 counter += 1;
6 System.err.println(”up ”+jp.thng.getName());
7 return jp.invoke();
8 }
9 aspectual DN RV<Thing> dnCounter(DN JP jp) {

10 counter = 1;
11 DN RV rv = jp.invoke();
12 System.err.println(”down ”+rv.ret.getName());
13 return rv;
14 }
15 }
16 participant Thing {
17 expected String getName();
18 }
19

20

21 collaboration pet counter logging;
22

23 participant TeacherEmployeePerson { }
24 participant SchoolWorkplaceBuilding { }
25 participant Library { }
26 participant Librarian { }
27 participant Book { }
28

29 attach personemployee teacher,
30 count things logging {
31 TeacherEmployeePerson +=
32 TeacherEmployeePerson;
33 SchoolWorkplaceBuilding +=
34 SchoolWorkplaceBuilding;
35 Library += Library, ThingHolder {
36 around borrowBook(Book thng) do upCounter;
37 around Book returnBook() do dnCounter;
38 export counter as numBooksOut;
39 }
40 Librarian += Librarian;
41 Book += Book, Thing;
42 }
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5.4 Sharing

Once we focus on multiple attachments of behavior, two questions naturally arise: How to specify

several attachments succinctly, and how attachments interact.

As we are primarily interested in semantics over syntax—what we can express in the language,

rather than how best to write it—we omit the £rst question for now and focus how multiple attach-

ments of the same collaboration interact.21 The central issue is how to allow some state to be in a

scope shared across the attachments, and some state to be private to each attachment.

Ultimately—regardless of the syntax used to express the organization—the solution is to leverage

collaborations: the state—classes, method, and £elds—to be shared across subsequent attachments

is put into a collaboration which is attached once, and then imported into each of the attachments

which is to share that state. Typing rules for collaboration attachment suf£ce to guarantee that

shared state does not sacri£ce type safety.

6 Discussion of Language Design

RATHER than discuss language design in the context of the prototype implementation, we use our

formally presented semantics as a context. We highlight how several issues £t together, and

which trade-offs were made in the design.

6.1 Composable Type Checking

Type soundness guarantees that evaluation of a correct program does not get stuck for method

and £eld references. Speci£cally, Theorem progress guarantees that the preconditions of all evaluation

and congruence rules in Figure ExprEval hold, with the exception of downcasts and lookup of concrete

method bodies. This latter error case was introduced to account for expected methods, which can

be referenced like normal methods, but can only be invoked after they have been provided with a

concrete body. In Featherweight Java, downcasts are the only possible dynamic error.

To provide these guarantees, type checking veri£es that, for example, all method invocations

have as many arguments as the method declaration, and that the actual arguments are subtypes of

21A preliminary syntax for generating multiple attachments from templates matched against the host collaboration is
presented in Section Discuss:Matching.
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the formal arguments. Likewise, method overriding guarantees that if a super- and sub-class each

have a method with the same name, the methods have exactly the same signature.22

Our outline above applies to atomic collaborations. To type-check a composite collaboration,

we type check all the atomic collaborations attached to it, and make sure that the composition

is correct. Composition correctness has two facets: well-formedness and well-typedness. Well-

formedness makes sure that all declarations are complete: for example, that all types of a constituent

collaboration are accounted for, and that all types accounted for are from constituent collaborations.

Well-typedness constraints are responsible for guaranteeing that the assumptions under which the

constituent collaborations were well-typed hold for the composed output collaboration.

The full rules are formally presented in Figure CompositeTyping, but intuitively we can summarize them

as ascertaining that for a composed collaboration, certain key properties hold:

1. There is an unambiguous mapping of types in constituent collaborations to the types in the

output collaboration,

2. Imported methods have the same signatures as their expected placeholders,

3. Subtyping relationships of types in constituent collaborations remain unchanged, and

4. Overriding relationships in constituent collaborations’ methods remain unchanged.

Several lesser properties are also checked (for example that the RHS of a provide declaration is

actually an expected method), but are more local in effect.

6.1.1 Unambiguous Types

The need for unambiguous type mappings is illustrated by failings in several of the collaboration

oriented designs.23 Notably, multiple type mappings led to possible casting errors in Class Graph

Views (Section Related:CGV) and unde£ned semantics in Adaptive Components (Section Related:AAC). In each

of these cases, we ran into trouble when we mapped several types from one constituent collaboration

to the same type in the output collaboration. In very broad terms, problem with many to one

mappings is that even though two types from a collaboration may have the same exported interface,

unless they have precisely the same internal interface, we cannot con¤ate them.

We illustrate the situation with the more intuitive, but analogous, case of Java interfaces: in this

case the interface ExtClass models the common output type, the two concrete classes A and B model

22Requiring overriding methods to have identical signatures models Java’s semantics. Type soundness holds if we weaken
this requirement to standard subtyping of the method signature. There are good reasons for Java’s stronger restriction, but
these are not type soundness.

23In this context “unambiguous” means that each output type is mapped to at most one type for each constituent collabo-
ration, and each constituent type is mapped to exactly one output type.
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the dissimilar, but con¤ated, constituent types, and the downcasts model the difference between

exported and internal interfaces.

1 class A implements ExtClass {

2 void someOp() { /∗ ···∗/ }

3 void binaryMethod(ExtClass arg) {

4 this.someOp();

5 ((A)arg).someOp();

6 }

7 }

1 class B implements ExtClass {

2 void someOtherOp() { /∗ ···∗/ }

3 void binaryMethod(ExtClass arg) { ··· }

4 }

1 interface ExtClass {

2 void binaryMethod(ExtClass);

3 }

1 ExtClass a = ···;

2 ExtClass b = ···;

3 a.binaryMethod(b);

If a and b are the same type at runtime, everything is £ne, but if they are different (a is an A and

b is a B), then a dynamic casting error will occur, when arg (which is a B) is downcast to A. Type

mappings for collaborations don’t require a downcast, so instead of failing on a dynamic error, if we

allowed this type mapping the result would be an unsound system: A.binaryMethod would attempt

to invoke a method which doesn’t exist.

The dif£culty is that since A and B are from the same collaboration, we can’t create a type which

is both A and B simultaneously: the code in the collaboration will be compiled with the assumption

that they are dissimilar. One way to £x this would be to modify the JVM (or at least our Java

compilation scheme) to pass along a view representation [SS89] to indicate which of the types we

are using.

However, if A and B are from different collaborations, there is always one unambiguous type for

the object in a given collaboration. Since both collaborations will have been compiled in ignorance

of the type from the other collaboration, it is safe to create a union type.

6.1.2 Identical Type Signatures

In order to achieve modular typing, we require that an import is ful£lled with exactly the same

signature as it was declared. Section 6.4 (page 38) explains why this is a suf£cient, but not necessary

condition, and how we could relax it in the future.

6.1.3 Subtyping Unchanged

In order to allow composed collaborations to remain well typed, we need to guarantee that subtyping

remains unchanged. However, this needs to be a bidirectional implication. Let A and B be constituent
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from a collaboration, while P and Q are the types they are mapped to (respectively) in the output

collaboration. It is obvious that we require: A ≤ B ⇒ P ≤ Q, as otherwise inheritance assumed in

the compiled code for A would be lost, and downcasts that should succeed would fail. For example,

in the example below, were P (mapped to A) not to be a subclass of Q (mapped to B), then useMeth

would no longer see someMeth in the composed program.

1 class B extends Object {

2 B someMeth() { ··· }

3 }

1 class A extends B {

2 B useMeth() { return this.someMeth(); }

3 }

However, we also require A ≤ B ⇐ P ≤ Q. This guarantees that no new inheritance relations

are introduced. For example, if type C were mapped to output type R, so that P ≤ R ≤ Q, then

while the program would be well typed, we would no longer be invoking the someMeth we were

expecting. Even worse, type casts that formerly would have failed from a C (R) to a A (P), can now

succeed.

1 class B extends Object {

2 B someMeth() { ··· }

3 }

1 class A extends B {

2 B useMeth() { return this.someMeth(); }

3 }

4 class C extends B {

5 B someMeth() { ··· }

6 }

Thus, the case we have presented for A ≤ B ⇐ P ≤ Q is not as strong as the ⇒ direction, and

it is possible that in future it could be removed in certain situations. However, we would have to

revisit the proofs to show that this relaxation is indeed safe.

6.1.4 Overriding unchanged

Largely, this follows from subtyping unchanged, but we also need to take exports into account. Thus,

in order to maintain overriding, we require that all overridden and overriding methods be exported

to the same name. If the method is one frequently overridden (such as toString), this may require

many export statements.

Furthermore, overriding relationships cannot be introduced by export declarations.
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6.2 Constructors

Ironically, even though Featherweight Java and Sun’s of£cial Java differ widely in how they use

constructors, we run into dif£culties in both cases.

6.2.1 Featherweight Java Constructors

In Featherweight Java, the program is evaluated by rewriting the main expression in the context

of the Class Table. Because there are no side-effects, there is no concept of object equality, only

equivalence. As such, an object value is uniquely representable by the textual representation of its

constructor, given that the arguments to the constructor are also values (as per Theorem soundness).

Thus, the constructor binds expressions to each £eld in the new constructed object, including inher-

ited £elds.

This causes trouble when we want to compose two collaborations. Let the two single-class col-

laborations we wish to compose be a and b, and class AB be the composed result of classes A and B

(a convention we use throughout this section):

1 collab a = atom

2 class A extends Object {

3 Object oA;

4 A makeA() { return new A(new Object()); }

5 }

1 collab b = atom

2 class B extends Object {

3 Object oB;

4 B makeB() { return new B(new Object()); }

5 }

1 class AB extends Object {

2 Object oA a;

3 Object oB b;

4 AB makeB b() { return new AB(new Object()); }

5 AB makeA a() { return new AB(new Object()); }

6 }

Field and method names on AB have been α-converted by the composition process (in this case

by adding a suf£x of their constituent collaboration). We are assuming implicit constructors, de£ned

unambiguously by concatenation of inherited £elds and £elds directly on the class.

The problem is that the bodies of makeA a and makeB b both pass only one argument to the con-

structor, while the composed class’s constructor has two £elds, and hence has a constructor with two

arguments. Our solution to this problem is to prohibit constructors in the source program, replacing

constructor expressions (new C(E)) with constructor-less instantiation (new C) and functional up-

date (Er[f 7→ Ef ]). Constructor-less instantiation creates an object with default values for all £elds.
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The default value of a £eld of type D is the constructor-less instantiation of its type: new D. The

corresponding (working) program would be:

1 collab a = atom

2 class A extends Object {

3 Object oA;

4 A makeA() { return new A [oA 7→ new Object]; }

5 }

1 collab b = atom

2 class B extends Object {

3 Object oB;

4 B makeB() { return new B [oB 7→ new Object]; }

5 }

1 class AB extends Object {

2 Object oA a;

3 Object oB b;

4 AB makeA a() { return new AB [oA a 7→ new Object]; }

5 AB makeB b() { return new AB [oA b 7→ new Object]; }

6 }

This works £ne.

A wrong solution

An earlier attempt at a solution was similar, but fatally ¤awed. We present it here because it

would have worked £ne, as far as proving soundness, but modeled an incorrect semantics.

The idea was to avoid adding constructor-less instantiation and functional update to the language

by introducing overloaded constructors and default values. In Featherweight Java, we already have

one constructor per class.

So given the collaborations:

1 collab a = atom

2 class A extends Object {

3 Object oA;

4 A(Object oa) { this.oA := oa; }

5 A makeA() { return new A(new Object());

6 }

7 }

1 collab b = atom

2 class B extends Object {

3 Object oB;

4 B(Object ob) { this.oB := ob; }

5 B makeB() { return new B(new Object());

6 }

7 }

To support composition inserting new £elds, the compilation would automatically insert default

values for unmentioned £elds. All that was needed was for the expression to specify which (of

the now multiple) constructors was referenced. For example, using subscripts to indicate which

constructor is referenced, the composed program might look like:
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1 class AB extends Object {

2 Object oA a;

3 Object oB b;

4 ABa(Object oa) { this.oA a := oa; this.oB b := new Object(); }

5 ABb(Object ob) { this.oB b := ob; this.oA a := new Object(); }

6 AB makeA a() { return new ABa(new Object()); }

7 AB makeB b() { return new ABb(new Object()); }

8 }

There are two problems with this approach. The easier problem is that the default expression of

recursive types is in£nite, if written out naively: a class C which contains a £eld also of type C is

in£nite (new C(new C(new C(···)))). The workaround is to insert methods to create objects of each

type, and referencing those in the constructor.

The more fundamental problem is that since constructors are the only way to update a value,

and since behavior from collaboration x will only use constructor Cx, which knows only of £elds

from that collaboration, state from other collaborations would be lost immediately.

For example, assume a color £eld (of type Color) is added to a Rectangle class via collaboration

composition. We would like to have the rectangle maintain its color when moved. The move method

on Rectangle might look like (assuming we have a type Int for modeling numbers) the left, while the

composed constructor for Rectangle might be as on the right, below.

1 Rectangle move(Int dX, Int dY) { return

2 new Rectangleshp(this.x+dX,this.y+dY,this.w,this.h);

3 }

1 Rectangleshp(Int x, Int y, Int w, Int h) {

2 this.x := x; ··· this.color := new Colorcol(···);

3 }

The constructor used to create a moved rectangle completely disregards the color of the old

rectangle! While the scheme could (probably) be shown to be type sound, it would not at all be a

useful model.

6.2.2 Actual Java Constructors

In implementing the compilation algorithm for the Java Virtual Machine [LY99], we run into another

complication with constructors: they are the only entity in the virtual machine with a hard-coded

name. For all other methods and £elds —with the arguable exception of the main method—we are
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Figure 5: Two collaborations to be composed, and their constructors.

free to α-convert member names and references when inserting the constituent collaborations into

the host collaboration to avoid name clashes.24

However, this option is not available for constructors, as they are hardwired to be named <init>.25

Each class is guaranteed to have at least one constructor, guaranteeing an unavoidable name clash

for each generated output class. Since idiomatic Java uses constructors heavily, we have no option

but to deal with the issue somehow.

Our solution is to generate new constructors that invoke the existing constructors, where the

existing constructors are transformed into plain methods. The question is which constructors to

compose, and in which order to invoke them.

Figure Figure 5 illustrates a general case; constructor reference is shown as a composition re-

lationship from subclass- to superclass-constructor. Because there may be several constructors in a

24There is some subtlety involved, so that we maintain all subtyping and overriding relationships while avoiding to intro-
duce any. This is why makeRho (Figure Compile) is so large. The type-checking rules TX-ALLOLD, TX-NONEW, and T-SUBTYPING

(Figure CompositeTyping) are also primarily aimed at maintaining subtyping and overriding relationships.
25Object constructors are named <init>, of which there can be several for each class. There is also a singleton class-

constructor <clinit>. Additionally, these constructor methods need to be invoked with a invokespecial instruction, to avoid
dynamic dispatch. Technically, avoiding dynamic dispatch is only an issue for the super constructor, but the JVM enforces the
restriction that constructors be invoked only with the invokespecial instruction. We will ignore <clinit> and the special invoke
instruction in our discussion.
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1 class TopClass {
2 TopClass() { overriddenmeth(); }
3 void overriddenmeth() {
4 // empty

5 }
6 }

7 class BotClass extends TopClass {
8 £nal int i = 7;
9 void overriddenmeth() {

10 if (i != 7) System.err.println(”That was unexpected”);
11 }
12 public static void main(String[] args) { new BotClass(); }
13 }

The above listing illustrates a case where we get an unexpected result, because method overriding allows us to

escape the expected context of execution. The example illustrates that overriddenmeth in BotClass is executed

before its constructor, because dynamic dispatch from TopClass’s constructor will dispatch to the overriding

method in BotClass.

The example, as shown, will not “work” (break) if compiled with a smart compiler, such as javac, as compilers

often inline £nal variables, further breaking assumptions about the order of evaluation. However, similar results

can still be achieved, just not as succinctly.

Figure 6: Java Evaluation in uninitialized contexts

constituent class, we must specify which ones to compose. For example, the £gure suggests that

constructors g and h correspond, as do c and d.

From a typing perspective, the requirement is that we generate constructors with the same sig-

natures as the existing constructors in the constituent classes, so as to satisfy their uses in the code

of the constituent collaborations.

Additionally, while there is a partial order for invoking the constructors (for each class, its super-

class must be initialized £rst), there is still signi£cant room for reordering. The £gure shows two

such orderings, as two arrows through the constructors.

Lastly, there is another constraint would like to satisfy: that no method is executed in an unini-

tialized context. For example, we would like no method from Y1 to be executed until c has been

invoked. Unfortunately, this is very hard to achieve because those methods may be exported. If, for

example, constituent class Y2 were to be provided a method from Y1 and invoke that method in its

constructor d, the method would execute in an uninitialized context in the constructor ordering of

the thin solid arrow, while it would be £ne in the ordering of the thick grey arrow. In general, there

is no one order which can guarantee this property, as import/export relationships can be mutually

dependent. However, this problem exists even in plain Java, as sketched in Figure 6.

In general, the thin solid arrow seems a more intuitive order, and is the one we choose.

6.3 Semantics for Provide

A natural question to ask oneself is whether provide (c →= e) – by which we provide concrete
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can export both m can be expected e⇒ ac c⇒ ae implementation

want yes yes probably not no easy

copy yes no no no easy (a)
delegate yes yes yes no easy (b)
references no yes yes yes complex (c)

(a) implementation is shown by LINK- →= in Figure Compile

(b)

p = ρ(k.c) = ρ(j.d) m′ = ρ(k.c.m) n′ = ρ(j.d.n)

expected b n′(a x) = mget(n′, p, Patom)

P ′

atom = mset( b n′(a x){ return this.m′(x) } , p, Patom)

link( (k.c.m →= j.d.n) @L, Patom , ρ) = link(L, P ′

atom , ρ)

[LINK- →= ]

(c) implementation

would require com-

plex bookkeeping in

some environment,

stored with com-

piled collaboration.

Figure 7: Possible implementations for provide

behavior from c to expected method e – works on method references (by redirecting all existing

references to e to reference c) or by copying the method body from c to create a concrete method

e.26 It is tempting to reason that it doesn’t matter, as a method body is merely an expression, and it

shouldn’t matter whether we pass by copy or pass by reference. Alas, it does matter, as the intuition

tempting us to disregard the question is based on a false assumption: that we do not mutate method

bodies.

Let us pose the question from another angle: Assume a collaboration with concrete method c

and expected method e, which provides c →= e, and which exports both. A second collaboration

imports the resulting collaboration and attaches advice ac to c. Should invocations of e be advised

by ac (written e ⇒ ac in the table above)? What of the case where we advise e with ae: should

invocations of c be advised by ae (c⇒ ae)?

Similarly, when we declare m →= e, should we require that m be concrete, or should we merely

declare that e will be provided with the same behavior as m, when c is eventually provided concrete

behavior?

Lastly, after m →= e, are we left with one or two methods? Are we able to export both under

different names?

We have several implementation strategies, with different effects. We can copy c’s body to e, we

can create a body for e to delegate to c, or we can update all references of e to become c. Figure 7

summarizes the trade-offs for each of the three implementations. We choose copy rather than dele-

gate only because valued symmetry in the advice implications over being able to have an expected

26Which of these is the case is not yet germane, but is clari£ed in rule LINK- →= in Figure Compile.
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method as the source of a provide. Additionally, were we to implement the delegate scheme, we

would need some bookkeeping to avoid circular delegations.

Similar arguments can be made for export declarations.

6.4 Flexible typing rules for Linking

While we allow attached collaborations to have different shapes, subject to some constraints, we

have signi£cantly stricter constraints for the method linking – both providing expected methods and

aspectual interception. Speci£cally, we require that both methods (host and aspectual method, or

expected and concrete method) are inserted into precisely the same class, and additionally, that ex-

pected and concrete methods have exactly the same signature. While these restrictions are suf£cient

for type soundness, they are not necessary.

For example, given the delegate implementation of LINK-→= , our compilation scheme typing as

long as the linked method returns a subtype of its declared subtype. The typing rule for a concrete

method (from Figure CompositeTyping) is:

class p extends q {···} = CT (p)

override m, q, d → c ok in CT

x : d, this : p `CT E : c′ c′ ≤ c

`CT c m(d x){ return E } ok in p

[T-METHOD]

All that is necessary is that the expression E full£lls x : d, this : p ` CT E : c′wherec′ ≤ c. One

such expression is the body from another well-typed method with identical signature, which is what

prompts our current restrictions. However, several other such expressions exist: new c is one such.

As is this.m′(x), where mtype(m′, p, CT ) = e → c′ and d ≤ e.

More ¤exibly, an extension to →= declaration syntax could allow us to pass a subset of arguments,

perhaps invoking the method on one of the arguments and passing this as an argument. In general,

we could allow complete expressions to be speci£ed in the linking declaration (along with deciding

on a scope to evaluate it in), allowing signi£cantly more ¤exible provides relationships.

However, such functionality does not add to the expressiveness of the language: we can achieve

the same result by creating an adapter collaboration to perform the delegation. Indeed, were the

above general scheme implemented, it would be by a desugaring into an adapter collaboration and

some linking instructions. Since we would not gain any expressiveness, we use the more restrictive,

but also more straight-forward, typing rules.
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7 Related Work

FOCUSSING our related work to describing three systems, we summarize the current state of the

art in aspect orientation, concern manipulation, and module systems.

7.1 AspectJ: A general purpose aspect language

While domain speci£c languages such as COOL and RIDL can succinctly capture solutions to one

domain of problems, there are two signi£cant costs in using the DSL approach:

1. To capture a new domain of aspects, a language must be written for that speci£c domain.

2. To understand how the domain speci£c programs interact, not only do we need to understand

the programs themselves, but also how the semantics of the languages interact. The issue is

acerbated by the fact that by their nature aspects tend to be crosscutting, which implies that

the interface between the languages is likely to be crosscutting as well. For example, a small

change in the class structuring aspect in Demeter/J can completely change both the semantics

of the traversal and behavior aspects.

Thus, domain speci£c languages tend to require a deep understanding, on the part of the

programmer, of how the DSLs are implemented.

Building on this insight from experience with D, AspectJ [KLM+97, LK98] aimed to provide a uni-

form language for expressing aspects. The stated goals of the project were to add aspect-orientation

seamlessly to the base language, and to provide a principled meta-programming facilities. This is a

very different tack than the collaboration-oriented designs of Section Related:CollabOr, where the aspects

are packaged into roles or collaborations, which are composed with the base application (or each

other, in symmetrical cases).

AspectJ allows aspects to be very conveniently programmed in the small, and the system has

validated AOP in the minds of a large software engineering community. Indeed, outside the AOP

research community, and even partially inside it, AOP is used interchangeably with AspectJ.

7.1.1 Explicit Behavior

The recurring example from Section Related:Example can be expressed in AspectJ. Figure 8 sketches the

structure of such a solution. The fundamental idea is that the reusable behaviors—the shaded boxes
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Figure 8: The Recurring Example in AspectJ

in Figure SampledRelatedProblem—are expressed by abstract aspects using Java interfaces to express the types.

In the £gure, we represent aspects as shaded classes, while interfaces are show in reverse, white on

black. Three concrete aspects, Attach*, extend the abstract behavior aspects. Each concrete aspect

declares implements relationships between host classes and aspect interface types. For example, At-

tachEmployeeWorkplace declares that Ant implements (and thus subclasses, in Java) Employee. This

also introduces a concrete relationship between Ant and AntHill to correspond with the abstract rela-

tionship between Employee and Workplace. AttachBankerBank is similar, but attaches the more speci£c

interfaces Banker and Bank, rather than Employee and Workplace. Likewise, AttachTeacherSchool also

overrides the abstract pointcut from TeacherSchool with a concrete de£nition, allowing a Person to

betterArgue.

Unfortunately, the situation is not without ¤aws. We did not mean to introduce a common

supertype Employee for Ant and Person. Notably, this is a type-invasive [Ern00] module implementa-
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tion, allowing us to test at runtime whether Ant has been linked with the Employee module via an

instance-of test.

Lacking a type system that can express co-variance, we are unable to express that we wish Em-

ployee and Workplace to vary together. For example, the concrete relationship introduced between

Ant/AntHill and Person/Building is of type Employee/Workplace: there is nothing to stop the School

hiring an Ant by mistake. This is not only for the introduced relation: any type reference (like that

in hireEmployee’s signature) is unable to distinguish between the attachments.

Another problem with this approach is that the example, as shown here, will introduce the

concrete employeees-workplace relationship twice into Person/Building: once via AttachTeacherSchool

and once via AttachBankerBank. Java does not allow multiple £elds with the same name in a class,

so lack of encapsulation between the attachments requires us to redesign our solution.

The TeacherSchool aspect additionally has the Librarian/Library interface types, which are also

implemented by Person/Building. We had originally designed Librarian as a concrete class in the

aspect, but this caused problems: while we could easily implement the Employee/Workplace types,

we could not access the Person/Building behavior. Lack of symmetric attachment forced us to redesign

the aspect.

Esoteric Software Engineering

A minor issue is that it is undesirable for the structure of the program to be visible at runtime. For

example, many module systems do not make it possible to discover at runtime whether a program

was written as a monolithic whole or composed from smaller pieces. This is a desirable property if

for no other reason than allowing subsequent refactorings of the code, without affecting program

semantics.27 However, in this organization, a simple instanceof test will allow the program to discover

whether the TeacherSchool aspect has been applied to Person.

7.1.2 Implicit Behavior

The con¤ation of types we introduce by reusing the EmployeeWorkplace aspect is potentially prob-

lematic, leading in the worst case to casting errors caught only by the running system. However,

should such an error occur—for example, if an Ant is hired by a School—this is due to an error in

the programmer-visible code, and can be debugged by tracing the program, using the stack trace to

help pinpoint the problem.

Unfortunately, the generic type system for advice can result in casting errors in generated code.

Since the errors do not take place in programmer-visible code, they are somewhat more problematic

to debug than other casting errors.

27Wand [Wan03] points out that the powerful re¤ective capabilities of AspectJ’s pointcut semantics allow very £ne grained
refactorings to be discovered, beyond the large-grained refactorings we discuss here.
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1 abstract aspect AbsAsp {
2 Object str = ”aString”;
3 abstract pointcut somecall();
4 Object around():somecall() {
5 // no proceed

6 return str;
7 }
8 }
9

10 aspect ConcAsp extends AbsAsp {
11 pointcut somecall():
12 execution(∗ TypeTest.∗());
13 }

17 public class TypeTest {
18 Object ok1meth() { return new Object(); }
19 String ok2meth() { return ”hi”; }
20 Integer bad1meth() { return new Integer(1); }
21 int bad2meth() { return 2; }
22

23 public static void main(String args[]) {
24 TypeTest tt = new TypeTest();
25 System.err.println(”1 ”+tt.ok1meth()); // Cast Succeeds: (Object) str

26 System.err.println(”2 ”+tt.ok2meth()); // Cast Succeeds: (String) str

27 System.err.println(”3 ”+tt.bad1meth()); // Cast Fails: (Integer) str

28 System.err.println(”4 ”+tt.bad2meth()); // Cast Fails: (int) str

29 }
30 }

Listing 11: Breaking AspectJ’s type system.

AspectJ has a somewhat unconventional genericity mechanism for around advice:

• If the advice returns void, it can match any signature. The language takes care of propagating

the result of the proceed call to the caller of the advised joinpoint.

• If the advice returns Object, it can match any signature. The proceed call will return a result

Object to the advice, which must return that (or some other object) as the result of the invo-

cation. This allows the advice to return completely different results than the advised method.

Primitive types and void are automatically wrapped in wrapper objects inside the advice, and

correspondingly unwrapped and returned outside the advice.

• All other return types much exactly match the signature of their use.

Unfortunately, both primitives and reference types returned as Object imply a corresponding

downcast in the generated code, to allow the proper type to be returned from the advice. Combined

with separate compilation and abstract aspects, it is quite possible to write code that will never

cause a static type error, yet cause casting errors at run time, and require a change to the [possibly

third-party] abstract aspect to £x. Listing 11 shows a small program which compiles without error,

yet causes casting errors in generated code, exploiting precisely the generated downcast.

The possibility for casting errors are inherent in all APIs that return a common supertype and

require the client to downcast. We make a point of the use of casting in AspectJ’s advice for four

reasons: it points out the danger of using in-band signaling—it is now impossible to restrict advice

to wrap only methods that return void, and similarly Object; it also creates a false sense of security, as

some cases are caught, but not others—had str been typed String rather than object, an error would

have been signaled by ajc; the errors occur in code that is beyond the programmer’s control and
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visibility; and type errors are delayed until the aspect is used, which may occur in a situation where

the aspect’s development has been closed—bought from a third-party, or version branch.

Extent of advice

Around advice is able to control the execution of the intercepted method by calling the proceed

quasi-method. Quasi-members such as this and super are well known in java, with well de£ned

semantics.

Listing 12 shows how Java’s super pseudo-variable works, in a somewhat unusual scenario: we

capture it in a closure (an anonymous inner class extending Closure). We then let the closure escape

to a global scope (and hence unknown extent). We capture two such closures, and when invoked,

both have captures the proper scope.

Listing 13 shows a similar program for investigating the extent of AspectJ’s proceed pseudo-

method. We intended to illustrate that there is additional state necessary for the proceed method: the

joinpoint captured. Since the advice is not instantiated per joinpoint, we expected this information

to be stored statically on the aspect and thus the £rst and second closures to (erroneously) have the

same effect. Our pessimism is unfounded: the program runs as it should.

Inspection of the compiled bytecode suggests that the ajc designers have used a more robust

strategy: instead of a global variable to hold joinpoint information for proceed, an additional ar-

gument is added to the method, to hold joinpoint closure information. However, this changes the

signature of the method. Thus, our attempts to subvert the calls to proceed in Lines 13.9–11, have

no effect whether commented out or not, as the true proceed method has a signature we cannot

express in the Java source language, and thus cannot override.28

7.2 Hyper/J: Advanced Concern Manipulation

Hyper/J and Multi-dimensional Separation of Concerns [TOHS99] generalize the ideas behind

Subject-Oriented Programming [HO93, OKK+96] by moving to £ner-grained units of combination.

Concerns are extracted from compiled applications, and composed into runnable applications.

A concern is captured by a HyperSlice—a named set of classes containing methods and £elds—

and can be composed with other HyperSlices to create pointwise-composed classes in a way very

similar to Aspectual Collaborations. Behavior deferred in one slice may be implemented in another;

in general, composition sets up pointwise relationships among elements of a group of methods,

allowing one concrete method to replace several deferred, or alternately concatenating them so

28The Java source language allows only a subset of identi£ers allowed by the JVM, to enable precisely this kind of program
manipulation without fear of clashing with programmer chosen identi£ers.
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1 import java.util.∗;
2 class SuperTestSup {
3 void method(String from) {
4 System.err.println(”stsup ”+from);
5 }
6 }
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14 abstract class Closure {
15 abstract void doit();
16 }
17

18 public class SuperTest extends SuperTestSup {
19 static Vector closures = new Vector();
20 void method(£nal String str) {
21 super.method(”meth ”+str); //

22 System.err.println(”body meth ”+str);
23 Closure cl = new Closure() {
24 void doit() {
25 SuperTest.super.method(”closure of ”+str);
26 }
27 };
28 closures.add(cl);
29 }
30

31 public static void main(String[] args) {
32 SuperTest st = new SuperTest();
33 st.method(”main1”);
34 st.method(”main2”);
35 Iterator it = closures.iterator();
36 while(it.hasNext()) {
37 Closure cl = (Closure) it.next();
38 cl.doit();
39 }
40 }
41 }

1 import java.util.∗;
2 aspect Capture {
3 pointcut somecall(String str):
4 execution (∗ ProceedTest.∗(String)) &&
5 args(str);
6 void around(£nal String str): somecall(str) {
7 System.err.println(”around ”+str);
8 Closure cl = new Closure() {
9 //void proceed(String s) {

10 // System.err.println(”Not proceeding ”+s);
11 //}
12 void doit() { proceed(”closure of ”+str); }
13 };
14 ProceedTest.closures.add(cl);
15 }
16 }
17

18 abstract class Closure {
19 abstract void doit();
20 }
21

22 public class ProceedTest {
23 static Vector closures = new Vector();
24 void method1(£nal String str) {
25 System.err.println(”body meth1 ”+str);
26 }
27 void method2(£nal String str) {
28 System.err.println(”body meth2 ”+str);
29 }
30

31 public static void main(String[] args) {
32 ProceedTest pt = new ProceedTest();
33 pt.method1(”main1”);
34 pt.method2(”main2”);
35 Iterator it = closures.iterator();
36 while (it.hasNext()) {
37 Closure cl = (Closure) it.next();
38 cl.doit();
39 }
40 }
41 }

Listings 12 and 13 : Analyzing AspectJ’s proceed semantics.
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that invoking one implies execution of all bodies. [OKH+95] describes several types of possible

relationships, for example replacement or merging. Bracketing relationships allow behavior to be

inserted before or after executions of a method, but cannot directly be used to control the method’s

execution, like AspectJ’s proceed or Aspectual Collaboration’s invoke.

HyperSlices are pure Java, avoiding to store any metadata in the slice. Thus, concerns are easy to

understand and develop using off-the-shelf tools, but require the programmer to look elsewhere to

understand the restrictions on how concerns £t together. Notably, no encapsulation is available: any

method can be accessed if the name is known.29 Additionally, it means that concepts which should

be separate become con¤ated. An example is the use of abstract to denote both that method should

be overridden by subclasses and that the method is in the required interface of the HyperSlice.

Using this method to represent deferred behavior will statically restrict classes with such behavior

from being instantiated. Unless there is a “base” HyperSlice which has no required methods, and

also takes care of all object instantiation, using the abstract keyword to represent required metadata

will make instantiation dif£cult. 30 To this end, methods can alternately be declared to throw a

Hyper/J-speci£c exception to signal that they are deferred and that their body is to be treated as a

stub.

Post-hoc remodularization allows a HyperSlice to be teased out of a set of classes (possibly gener-

ated by composing slices, or by compilation of Java source) and used separately. In Section Future:Slicing,

we speculate that Aspectual Collaborations could use encapsulation to drive a dead-code elimination

analysis to achieve the same goals.

7.2.1 Explicit Behavior

Figure 9 shows, graphically, two separate compositions. On the left, three hyperslices—Person Building,

Teacher School, and Employee Workplace—are composed to form a new hyperslice—Person Employee Teacher—

which contains all three. Simultaneously, Employee Workplace and Ant AntHill are composed to create

a package implementing an employed ant (shown in lesser detail).

The details of the HyperModule declarations specifying each composition are omitted, repre-

sented instead graphically and by the names of the generated classes. Thus, the name Person-

TeacherEmployee indicates that it is the combination of those three classes. While the name of the

resulting HyperSlice is under direct control, this is not immediately true for classes. Although it

is possible to control the resulting name, the Hyper/J developers prefer the merge-by-name direc-

tive,31 which composes all classes with identical names, also solving the question of what to call the

resulting class.

29We might call this Encapsulation through Documentation.
30There is a certain similarity to the Deferred Structure Pattern in Section 4.2 (page 16).
31We could not £nd any examples which do not use merge-by-name.
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Figure 9: A graphical illustration of the Hyper/J solution to the recurring example.

The resulting slice is shown as a darkened UML package to suggest that we have derived, rather

than declared the names and contents of its classes.

We use the match-by-name semantics to imply several method compositions. Teacher has an

abstract method getWorkplace (and is thus itself abstract), which the HyperModule composes with

the concrete method of the same name on Employee. The resulting class is not abstract as all of its

required methods have been satis£ed by composition.

7.2.2 Implicit Behavior and Encapsulation

The classes resulting from composition contain the £elds and methods from the composed classes,

with all types translated into the types of the resulting HyperSlice. The dotted line between argue

and before/afterArgue represents a bracket relationship, resulting in a composed argue method which

includes calls to the before and after methods. Thus, the Teacher’s better arguing skills are implicitly

invoked whenever a Person argues.

The arguments to the method invocation are passed in an array to the bracketing methods,

allowing the bracketing methods to affect execution by side-effecting the arguments to the brack-
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Figure 10: Composing Employee and Person, and applying that to Librarians.

eted method.32 However, while the representation of the arguments as an array of Object[] allows

a bracket to be reused across several host methods, it achieves genericity at the risk of dynamic

casting errors: if the bracket needs to make assumptions about the types of the bracketed method’s

arguments—which is likely for any but trivial behaviors—the objects will need to be downcast to

more precise types. Since Hyper/J is unable to guarantee that these types are valid, there are no

checks that the bracket is applied to proper methods, so the dynamic casts may fail at runtime.

While composition of HyperSlices rewrites type references, the names of members are in general

not translated—although composition declarations can combine methods. There is no provision for

hiding members or classes, although they can be renamed. Thus we can derive the interface of the

composed classes by taking the union of the constituent classes’ members and subsequently com-

bining methods which are declared to be composed—either by merge-by-name default or explicitly

composed in the HyperModule. If the constituent HyperSlices are themselves composed, this process

can be recursively applied to derive the interfaces of the constituents £rst.

Unfortunately, lack of encapsulation implies that we must perform this recursive analysis each

32It is unclear whether the actual arguments can be substituted, or merely side-effected.
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time we recompile a HyperSlice. Figure 10 shows an example of recomposing composed Hyper-

Slices. We would like to reuse the Person and Employee behaviors for the Librarian, by inserting

them into result of Figure 9, Person Employee Teacher. Because we foresee Person Employee being

a commonly reused combination, we choose to £rst compose those two slices, before composing

that with Person Employee Teacher, to create a slice with person/employee behavior both for teach-

ers and librarians: Person Employee Teacher Librarian. The two intermediary slices—resulting from

HyperModule compositions—are shown using a darker background, to signify that we don’t have

source code for these, but have rather inferred the interfaces from their HyperModule declarations.

When composed, the resulting slice will not behave as expected: there were two sortbooks

methods—one from Person, one from Librarian—which have now been composed. Their compo-

sition was not intentional, but rather the result of them having the same name and being exported

by default. Since we did not think to rename them to unique names, their names matched, and were

thus composed. Thus, lack of encapsulation makes it dif£cult for us to derive proper interfaces, re-

quiring us to traverse the entire composition hierarchy, and making it imperative that we do so, in

order to understand how the composed slices behave.

One method that springs to mind to make the task of deriving generated interfaces tractable is to

cache the calculated interfaces for each composed HyperSlice. In order to keep each cached interface

up-to-date, it must be invalidated if their inputs change. Each modi£cation of an interface invalidates

all dependent interfaces: modifying the implementation of a library will require rechecking not only

every use of that library, but every transitive use of the library as well. For example, were we to

add a read method to class Person, we would silently introduce a composition relationship—but only

after recomposing Person Employee and then Person Employee Teacher Librarian.

While caching works, it works only at the tool level: the logic behind when interfaces need

to be rederived is performed externally to the language, which means that the language cannot

assert any invariants on these interfaces: order of recompilation of composed HyperSlices becomes

an important issue. On the other hand, if Slices were encapsulated behind an interface—either

declared signature or sequence of exports—to derive an interface would at all times needed to look

only one level up the composition hierarchy, and dependent interfaces would never be invalidated

unless a leaf changed its interface. Were a leaf’s interface modi£ed, only direct dependents would

be invalidated, and as long as the dependents interfaces remain valid, analysis is £nished.

However, because composition is static linking, even if encapsulation guarantees stable inter-

faces, it does not guarantee stable behavior. If we change a leaf implementation, we need to recom-

pose the whole path from the leaf to the root in order to see the updated code in the client. However,

this is an implementation—rather than language or tool—issue, as Just-In-Time linking (likely using

Java’s Class-loader mechanism) would bypass this issue.
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7.2.3 Evaluation

[LLO03] £nds that HyperSlices fare well in capturing and composing reusable concerns in a type-safe

manner, but lack suf£cient expressiveness to conveniently perform behavioral crosscutting. While

Hyper/J’s HyperModule de£nitions make it explicit how concerns are composed, alleviating the

“come-from” nature of aspects, the seeming lack of encapsulation makes understanding what con-

cerns are composed impossible without performing a full trace of the concern composition history to

gather up the accumulated interfaces for the slices, and opening up slice composition to inadvertent

name capture [Mey88].

However, advanced tools, such as the Concern Mapping Environment [THO+], provide the pro-

gram greater direct insight into the results of composition, thus mitigating the effects of lack of

encapsulation. This is similar to the approach taken by AspectJ, whose community has implemented

plug-ins [AJ:EclipsePlugin] for Eclipse [IBM:Eclipse], to help the programmer understand the behavior of the

program in the presence of aspects.

7.3 Jiazzi: A Module System for Java

Jiazzi [MFH01] is the Java implementation of the Unit module system [FF98]. In general, a Unit is

some package of behavior with well documented imports and exports. Packages are linked together

into larger packages by resolving which concrete package is references by an import declaration.

Instantiating a package is distinct from referencing it during linking. This is in contrast to Hyper/J

and Aspectual Collaboration which con¤ate the two concepts: composing a collaboration will insert

a copy of the collaboration into the result. Two uses of a collaboration can thus not share state

through static variables. Jiazzi allows both to be varied separately; however, sharing is rare as

idiomatic Jiazzi programming patterns—such as the open class pattern—are not compatible with

multiple uses of a package instance.

Jiazzi’s module system declares signatures containing several class interfaces, which can be im-

plemented either by atomic or composite units. Only methods and classes included in the signature

can be accessed externally.

Both atomic and composite units declare imported units by their signatures, and the package

declaration is statically checked to conform to its exported signature(s), given the guarantees of

the imported packages’ signatures. Separate compilation is supported by generating temporary stub

packages from unit signatures, and compiling unit implementations against those. A compiled unit

with no imports can be used as a java package.
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The Jiazzi approach is ¤exible enough to encode several useful programming patterns, even

though the system does not natively support them.

1. Mixin inheritance. Classes can extend imported classes, allowing mixins to be expressed di-

rectly. Since the unit contains several classes, Jiazzi is able to express layers of mixins.

2. Late Binding. Late binding is needed to be able to allow the most speci£c type in a chain of

mixin layers to be instantiated. This is expressed directly by importing the £nal unit into each

of the constituent units. Thus, each unit can decide whether the intermediate type or £nal

type should be used. When used together with mixin-inheritance, this is called the Open Class

Pattern.

3. Interception. Methods declared on the imported superclass are inherited into the subclass

and can thus be overridden. Combined with late binding of class-names, this allows some

interception of method execution. However, like Hyper/J, there are no provisions for genericity

with respect to the intercepted method—even the method name must be identical.

Automatically generated interception methods would allow Jiazzi to be used as a back end to

provide both AspectJ and Aspectual Collaboration advice semantics. There is a restriction in

that the semantics of Java’s super call allows the overridden method (i.e. the proceed() pseudo-

method in AspectJ) to be invoked only from within the textual scope of the overriding method.

A technique like that in Listing 12 (page 44) could be used to overcome this, allowing £rst-class

joinpoint objects to escape both the lexical and dynamic scope of the method execution.

One last obstacle is that the intercepting methods must be declared on subclasses of the in-

tercepted method. Thus, order of composition becomes important, and it becomes dif£cult to

have symmetric interception between two packages: package A wants to intercept a method in

package B, but B wants to intercept a (different) method in A. There does not exist an order of

composition suitable. One workaround is similar to the deferred structure pattern (Section 4.2

(page 16)) for ACs, deferring all interception to the last composed package, which intercepts

and delegates to the interception behavior (in A and B).

While Jiazzi does not directly offer method Aspect-Oriented features, [MH03] shows how the

open-class pattern can be used to capture some crosscutting behaviors.

7.3.1 Explicit

Figure 11 shows two atomic Jiazzi units. Person Building imports two packages (on the left side of the

package, by graphical convention): the initial classes (In) and the £nal classes (Final), and exports

(on the right side) extended versions of the initial classes (Out). Internally, all references to Person
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Figure 11: Two atomic units.

Building are to the £nal versions, which are also the only imports with constructors: hence these

can be instantiated. The £nal classes are declared to be subclasses of the exported classes, which in

turn are subclasses of the initial classes. Because these subclassing relationships are known, internal

references to the £nal classes can see all the declared methods (including the unexported ones),

while external references can only see methods in the exported signature.

The Person Building unit makes no requirements of the initial classes, and exports extended ver-

sions which guarantee to have certain methods. Employee Workplace does make requirements of its

initial classes, requiring that Employee have a getName method. These methods are referenced in the

concrete behavior implemented by the package.

The getWorkplace method, rather than returning the local Workplace type, is declared to return the

£nal type. Similarly, the introduced relationships are between the local types and the £nal versions

of their endpoints. Thus, Out.Employee has a workplace reference to Final.Workplace.

Figure 12 shows how we can wire the two packages together, creating a reusable PersonEmployee

package. UsePersonEmployee takes that unit and closes the loop, linking the output of PersonEm-
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Figure 12: Linking the two units together.

ployee to its £nal import, and linking in a trivial package to be the super-most base classes for Person

and Employee.33 By closing the loop, the classes in the unit can no longer be modi£ed. Figure 13

shows the result of all the linking: a compact class hierarchy.

7.3.2 Evaluation

Jiazzi’s treatment of signatures is very ¤exible, verifying that a package satis£es an import’s

required signature (and likewise guaranteeing exports) rather than declaring one or more speci£c

signatures for the package. Thus, a package can satisfy interfaces which were not visible in the

context in which it was compiled. This is in contrast to Caesar’s (Section Related:Caesar) Collaboration

Interfaces, which—like Java’s classes—can describe any of several collaboration implementations,

but which are declared by their implementing collaboration.34 Aspectual Collaborations, on the

other hand, eschew applied signatures for one principal signature per collaboration. This does not

cost collaborations any expressiveness as there is no concept of parametricity (Section Future:Param), but

if parametrization were developed further, this design choice would need to be revisited.

33We could also have done this directly on PersonEmployee if we had not needed a reusable unit.
34It appears that Caesar requires an implementation to declare exactly one collaboration interface, but that is likely not a

fundamental restriction.
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Figure 13: The result of linking.

Figure 14: Both the imported and exported signatures of a package determine whether an import is
legal.

Because signatures apply a view to the packages they are applied to, signatures do not fully

describe the contents of the package. Notably, knowing the signatures of a packages declared imports

and the signature of a package applied to those imports is not suf£cient to decide whether the

application is legal.

Figure 14 illustrates the situation. The package on the left, AddFoo, represents a small package

which imports some class (requiring a bar member to exist) and exports a subclass of that class with

a member foo added to it. On the right, a compound package UseAddFoo uses that to add foo to

some imported class, and re-exports the result.

While AddFoo compiles, UseAddFoo will not. The reason is that OuterImportedClass requires a

foo member to be visible, which causes a clash with the member added by AddFoo.35 To discover

this error, it is not suf£cient to look at the import requirements of the packages. Looking at the

35[MFH01] identi£es the issue and offers a workaround for this, by using encapsulation to hide the added foo method.
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application of OuterImportedClass to ImportedClass, the signatures suggest that everything should

work: ImportedClass makes weaker requirements than what OuterImportedClass guarantees. It is

only when taking the exported signatures into account that the true signature requirements for

ImportedClass become apparent: not only does it require a bar member to exist, it also requires a foo

member to not exist.36

Another way to look at the problem is that there is an ambiguity in OuterExportedClass: it is not

obvious which foo to export: the one inherited from OuterImportedClass, or the one from Exported-

Class. Jiazzi provides the tools to disambiguate by using encapsulation to hide one of the members

(in Java only the added member can be hidden, as there is no mechanism to uninherit a member).
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